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PUDLISflED EVERY SATURDAY AT
mmm • • mui
OFlflCE : VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.
0. J. D0E3BUR&, Editor and Pnbliaher.
TUM3 or OUBOCSIPTIOIL— M.00 ptrjurla »4mc».
JOB PRimNO PnOMPTI.T AND NEATLT DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for tlrst insertion, and 28 cents for each subse-
quent insertion for any period under three
months.
| 3 M. | fl M. I 1 T.
1 Square ............... 3 50 5 00 8 00
2 - .................. 5 00 8 00 10 00
3 “ ................ 8 00 10 00 17 00
U Column ................. 10 00 17 no 25 00X “ .............. 17 00 25 00 40 001 “ ................. 25 (O 40 00 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines. $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two ZZ sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly
#<ul Rouds.
Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
Taken Effect, Sunday, August 20, 1876.
Leave Arrive at
Train*. Holland. Holland.
Dintlit. 117ALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,M and lusttranco Agent. Office, Cify Drup
Store, bth street./ i KK U. M., Dental Surgeon; residence, and
IX office on Eighth atreet, oppoHtte Bakker <&
Van Rathe. FhjtloUu.
Dntfi aad kedielaei.
A NNIS & BKOEK, dealernln Drug?. Medicine*,
/V Fancy Good*, Toilet. Articles and Perfumer-
le*. Paint* and Oils, Ac. Eighth street.
IlEST, R. B., Surgeon and Physician. Office at
X> his residence, OverIJsel, Mich.
A NNIS. T. E.. Physician; residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.
iy)ESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drug* and Mcdl-
X/ cine*, Paint* and Oil*, Bru*he*. Ac. Phy-
sician'* pre*crlptlons carefully pat up; Eighth st.
l>ROEK A., Snrgeon and Pbjrriclan. Office over
IX their Drug store opp. Van Raalte's shoe store,
where he can be found during the day and nlicht.
VfEENGS, D. R„ Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
Jl Iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. Eighth street.
X EDEBOER. B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
lj corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public square.
VTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medl-
V cines, Paints, Oil*, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Hero's Family Medicine*; River St.
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
ifl over E. Hbrold's Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.
VyALSH HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist: a full
» v stock of good* appertaining to the busines*
See advertisement.
OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnyaiclan. Office at D.
0 R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
liddlin.
Dry flood*.
XTAUPELL, U., Manufkcturer of and dealer In
V Harness, Trunk*, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
IJERTSCH, D. General dealer in Dry
IX Goods, Yankee Notions, Huts, Cups, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River street*.
Diving MachlBii.
Dreitaifcioz.
$7 ANTER8, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle-
l\ gan Connilcs, for the “Howe Sewing Ma-
chine." Dealers in needle* and attachments.
T AUDER Mi**e*., Fashionable Dre*sinuker*.
IJ Room* opposite the Post Office. Klgh/h street.
ruraitar*.
cut**, Weod, Bark, Ite.
YfEYEH 11., AGO., Dealer* In all kinds of Fur-
.>1 niturc. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffin*,
Picture Frame*, etc.; River street.
I ' ANTERS. R., Dealer in Staves, Wood and
1Y Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
Tobacco and Cigar*.
D EIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers In
XV Furnltnre A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
rPK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
X Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, otc.; Eighth street.
OroctrDi.
Watchit and Jivilry.
pLIETSTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
F ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.
1 OSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jeweler*,
*) and dealers in Fancy Goods; Kenyon’s Block
River Street.
rPE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store:
X a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
#ut iHarkcts.
Grand Rapids. 5.13 a. m. f 10.15 a. m.“ “ ““ 12.10p.m.“ “ 3.30 p. in.
'• “ 8.25 “ “ * 9.35 p. m.
Muskegon, Pcntwater
* & Big Rapids. 5.20 a. ni. f 12.3.5 p. m.“ “ f 5.00 p.m. 11.0,5 a. “
“ ‘ “ , 3.35 “ “ * 8.22 p “
New BufFalo &
Chicago. f 1.20 p.m. 5.10 a.m.“ 12.30 “ “ 3.25 p. m.“ “ *9.45““ f 4.40 .“ “
• Dally except Saturday
t Mixed trains.
All other triins daily except Sundays.
All trains on thia road, will be ran by Chicago
time, which is 'A) minutes later than Columbus
time.
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
Taken Effect, Sunday, Not. 21, 1875.
FROM GR’ND RAPIDS TO GR'ND RAPIDS.
Express. Ja-Mail. STATIONS. Express. Mall.
P. M. A. N. A. M. P. M.
4 15 7 30 Grand Rapids. 10 10 7 10
4 82 7 44 Grandville. 9 55 8 55
5 45 8 26 Allegan. 8 45 5 45
6 1! 9 41 Otsego. |8 16 6 18
6 19 9 19 Plalnwell. 8 07 5 10
8 35 9 85 Cooper. 7 35 4 45
6 50 9 50 Kalamazoo. 7 85 4 40
P.i*. A. X. A.M. P.M.
8 30 11 30 White Pigeon. 5 50 3 05
A.M. P.M. P.M. A.M.
6.00 6 30 Chicago. 10 40 8 50
A M. P.M. P.M. A.M.
2 40 5 00 Toledo. 11 55 8 30
a. n. P. M. P.M. A.M
7 05 9 30 Cleveland. 7 40 3 40
P. M A.M. P.M. P.M.
1 1& 4 05 Buffalo. 12 10 7 55
Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.


















7 45 11 45 2 30 8 50
7 40 11 40 Grand Haven 2 40 9 00
6 50 11 11 .Pigeon
Holland
3 13 9 50
5 45 10 85 3 55 11 15
5 17 10 15 Fillmore 4 12 11 45
4 00 9 25 Allegan 5 00 1 15
giwittws: Ditectonj.
AUoraeyi.
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Xl Notary Public; River street.
'ICcBRIDR, O. W., Attorney at Law and Sollcl-
ifi tor In Chancery; offleo with M. D. How-
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
/\RT, P. J. Couneelsor at Law and Solicitor at
\) Chancery. Office, in Dr. Powers building.
West of River Street,
Oeasral Dealer*.
I'VOURSEMA J. & CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,U Groceries, Crockery, Glassware, Hats. Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.
rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
X Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
YTAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers. In Dry
v Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Ty ELTON * AKELY, General Dealers in Dry
v f Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Flonr and Feed,
Provisions, etc. River street.
flour sad feii.
O LOOTER F. Dealer In Flour and Groceries, In
O Slooter’s Brick Building.— 8e« Advertise-
ment.
Eardwan.
TTAVEHKATE, G. J. First Ward Hardware
IX. Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th
street.
YTAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer In General Hard-
V ware ; cor. Eighth and River street.
\7AN LANDEOEND A MELI8, Dealers In
V Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
Botili.
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsnan, Proprietor.
/Y First-class accommodation. Free Buss to and
from the Trains. Eighth street.
/"'IITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindkrhout, Proprietor.
\J Built In 1873; Furnished inelegant style, and
a first-class hotel throughout.
PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor:
I opposite theC. & M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation ; building and furniture new.
Llvsry and Sals Stablai.
T>OONE & ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
D Office and barn on Market street. Everything
first-class.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck. 9th
street, near Market.
iWagonnaktiand llaekiBithi.
T'VIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
1/ Shop. Horse-sh(M5lng and all kinds ofrepair-
Ing done. River Street.
IT'LIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
r Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Fnrs.
Merchant Tailor*
T>08MAN. J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
D In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish-
ing Goods.
TTORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehas-
V ed elsewhere, will be entto order. Reoalrlng
promptly attended to. River street.
Meat Market*.
O HERBURNE, 8. WM Blendon, Mich., Attorney
0 at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Office In the Village of Zeelana at the Store of A.
Bolks & Bros.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
X Agent. Offleo in Kenyon's block, 2nd floor,
River street
yiSSCHER A., Attorney at Law, Notary Pub- He and Conveyancer. Kenyon’s bnllding.
Corner of Eighth and River street.
ThUTKAU W., New Meat Market, near corner
X> Eighth and Fish Street A!! kinds of sau-
sages constantly on hand.
ITTEYS,?., First Ward Meat Market; best of
XY Meats always on hand. Eighth street
TT'UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
XV. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
yAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables ; paper
and twine; 8th atreet.
Bikfritt.
1XINNEKANT, J., Proprletreas of the Pioneer
-LI Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
t his line served on call ; Eighth street
sad IxeUagt.
K-^rLu^bo^ht*^’ B*n*dn* Collecting.
River streets.00* , •••  * ^ *hth_ Itstloiiry.
, Sutlon-
opposite_ »oti art Jkni. __( -ity Drag Btort, Eighth street.
kuufietorlii, Mill*, tkoyi, Ite.
TEEMING, W. H., Manufacturer of Plows, ByU improved machinery it enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any snrronnding town. Plow
points gronnd to order. 10th street west of River st
TTBALD, R.K., Manufacturer of andDealerln
Cl Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
for Mowing Machines * cor. 10th A River street.
PAUEL8.VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
I of Rugger MUU; (Steam Saw and Floor
Mills.) near foot of 8th street
TTERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of bnild-
ing material fhrnishea at Grand Raplda prices.
TITILMS P. H., Mannfsctnrer of Farm Pumps.
Tv AH kinds of wood taming and sawing on
hand and done to order. River street
YoUrv PubllM
XT E BOLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
8hoc"'
nOflT, HKNRT D., leal Bstatc and Inseraoee
L Agent, Notary PoblU and Conveyanoer; Col-
lections made in Holland and vicinity.
Produce, Eto-
Apples, bushel ................ $ © 25
Beans, bushel ........ . .......... 1 On (& ....
Butter, ̂  lb ............ 1 ....... @ 18
Clover seed, ̂  bushel ............. (i'r, 10 00
Eggs, V dozen ................... 14
Honey. ̂  lb ....................... (& 25
Hay, V ton ....................... 8 00 ® 9 00
Onions, bushel ................ ® 40
Potatoes, $ bushel ............... . ® 4b
Timothy Seed, V bushel ........... ®
Wool, V ......................
Wood, Stavei, Eto,
Cord wood, maple, dry ..................... $ 8 00“ • “ green ................... 2 75“ beach, dry ................... 2 28“ *• green .................. 2 BO
Hemlock Bark ................ ®f> 25
Stave*, pork, white oak, ............. ®10 00
Staves, Tierce, “ 12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00® 3 50
Heading bolts, hardwood.... ............... 4 50
Stave bolts, softwood ....... ............... 2 50
Stave bolts, hardwood ....... ....... ....... 8 50
Railroad ties, ...... ..... ............ 16
Grain, Feed, Eto.
[Corrected by the "Rugger Mill*.)
Wheat, white f) bushel ........... 1 00 @ $ 1 05
Corn, shelled II bushel ............. 50
Oats, $ bushel .................... @ 82
Buckwheat, $ bushel ............
Bran, V ton ....................... @ 16 00
Feed, f) ton ............ .......... 22 00
“ $1100 lb ..................... 125
Barley, ̂  100 lb ................... 1 09
Middling, ^ 100 lb ................. l A3
Flour, V 100 lb ..................... 8 00
Pearl Barley, $2 100 lb .............. 6 00 <& 7 00
£pc(ial Notices.
A large stock of Toys has just been
received at L. T. Kanters, from the cheap-
est to the best.
Errors of Youth.
A ffcntleman who sufl'ered for years
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
and all the effects of youthful indiscretion
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
send free to all who need it, the recipe and
direction for making the simple remedy
by which he was cured. Sufferers wish-
ing to profit by the advertiser's experience
can do so by addressing in perfect confi-
dence,
JOHN B. OGDEN,
42 Cedar st., New York,
F. It A. M.
A Rkoulau Commnnicatlon of Unity Lodok,
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonlo Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov.
1, at 1% o’clock,
Gio. Lauder, W. M.
J. O. Dobsburo, Sec'g.
X. 0. of 0. r
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
R. A. Scuoutin. N. 6.
P. SCHRAVISANDI, R. 8.
To Coniumptlru.
The gdyertiser, having been permanent-,
ly cured of that dread disease, Consumpt-
ion, by a Simple remedy, ii anxious to make
known to his fellow sufferers the means of
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescriptiou used, (free of
charge), with the directions for preparing
and using the same, which they will find
a rare Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Ac. Parties whlshing the pre-
scription will please address 4
Rev E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn 8t., Willlamsburgh, N. Y.
For Sale by Heber Walah, Holland,
Michigan.
The Haw Bran Baal
TIfe New Band hereby informs the pub.
He that they hold themselves readv for
business— to play for public and political
meetings— engagements can be made with
Frank G, Hwud. Charges moderate.
Give us a trial. 4w.
Centennial.
American Historical Events.
Oct. 7, 1776, Defeat of the British at Still-
water.
“ 8, 1870, Franklin Pierce died.
“ 9, 1839, Banks susyended specie pay-
ment. .
“ 10, 1800, Prince of Wales visited the
United States.
“ 11, 1492, Bahama Inlands discovered.
“ 12, 1850, Ship “Cathedral” came to
Philadelphia.
“ 13, 1870, Gen. Robert E. Lee died.
A Soldier’s Opinion of tho Terry-Crook
Indian Campaign.
The following letter has been received
by a sergeant in New York from a* ser-
geant in Montana leritory with Terry and
Crook, operating against the Indians, gives
some of the reasons why the expedtion
failed:
“In the field, near Powder River, Sept.
3.— We have made a signal faillure after
the Indians, as all believe. All I know
positively ia^hat any time within the past
three weeks we could have found Sitting
Bull and his 8,000 braves, had Terry and
Crook been so inclined, but not so. In-
stead of going to them, wo have always
gone from them, and to-day, not twenty
miles from ux, ”9. B.” & Co. maintain the
supremacy. Strange, strange indeed, but
nevertheless true it is that Cody, better
known as the famous scout, “Buffl*lo Bill,”
had a falling out with both generals, and
plainly said, in the presence of hundreds
of listeners: “General, 1 am through with
this expedtion; Give me my vouchers for
services rendered. I would stop, as God
knows no one here would do more to
avenge the death of Custer, but it is now,
and has been for some lime apparent to my
mind, that neither you nor Crook intend to
fight, and you won’t let them, and to prove
what I say true, if you will come, I will
take you to the Indian encampment on the
Rosebud in thirty-six hours.”
Thus you see how the farce works.
Crook and Terry gave Buffalo Bill his
vouchers. Wait and you will see this fail
bow the huge swiudle will be exposed in
all the newspapers, east, west, north, and
south. The only annoyance has been to
the poor enlisted man who was compelled
to trudge through this God forsaken coun-
try at the beck and call of the old woman
whom we are unfortunately compelled U)
denominate geuerals, and the worst of all
is, they are preparing to renew the great
swinuleona larger scale next spring.”—
Chicago Times.
Espudiating Railroad Leases.
Proceedings are on foot, we understand,
for setting aside the leases of various Mich-
igan railroads to the Michigan Central
Railroad Company. These leases have
been for several years, and are still, the
source of an annual loss to the Michigan
Central of nearly a million of dollars.
It has now been discovered that they
are void, because of fraud iu the making
of them, and the law is to be appealed to,
not only to have them annulled, but to re-
cover back the rentals paid under them.
The bare announcemeut of proceedings
like this must have the effect of alarming
Investors in the securities of all the leased
railroad lines in the country; and If they
are taken as threatened, and still more, if
they shall be successful, s panic will ensue
quite equal to that which has recently oc-
curred among the holders of the coal
stocks. A repudiation of the Michigan
Central leases means, at no distant day, a
repudiation of those of the Delaware, Lack-
awanna and Western, of the Delaware and
Hudson, of the New Jersey Central, and,
in fact, of every other railroad lease that
is not profitable to the lessee. The Inter-
ests involved are of $uch magnitude that
the matter becomes omrof public import-
ance.— <!#un.
The Turco-Servian conflict seems ap-
proaching the last act. An armistice agreed
oo is considered a failure. Turkey’s terms
for peace are condemned on all sides Rus-
sia is greatly displeased with Turkey, and
also with Servia, for allowing Tchernayeff
to proclaim Prince Milan king. The Ikii
of Beaconsfleld has been endeavoring to
explain away Englind’a former apathy.
The Eastern policy of the British govern-
ment has been condemned at a mass meet-
ing in London. - -
It is the opinion of Jh* Philadelphia
/n^utnsr that we have only to "give the
very slightest attention to the educational
exhibits of the Old World to discover the
utter, abaolute Inefficiency of our pub-
lic schools. They are only better than
none at ail, which is the very best that can
be said of theffi,"
A Train in Oolliiion with Elephants.
Big stories come from big lands— take
the land of Niagara for an example. The
land of the Himalayas, too, has its sensa-
tional narratives on a grand scale, and
these, with the spread of the Anglo-Indian
press, are obtaining wider notoriety ev »ry
day. The sea serpent of American waters
has a rival in (he gigantic octopus of the
Indian Ocean, which the other day dragged
down under water a schooner in full sail,
the captain of which presumed to fire at
the floating monster. But the latest anec-
dote from India, though sensational
enough, is thoroughly credible. It resem-
bles closely an Incident which is well
known to have occurred several years ago,
when the railway from Madras to bhora-
dore, on the Malabar coast, was flrei open-
ed out for regular traffic. This time, how-
ever, the scene Is laid on a railway In In-
dia.
As a train was proceeding at a fair speed
the engine driver noticed a herd of ele-
phants advancing towards him along the
line. He immediately sounded the whistle
and his assistant put ou the brake. In an
Instant, however, they were Into the herd.
The leAding elephant, a huge tusker, was
apparently only enraged by the whistle,
and charged the advancing train. There
was a tremendous concussion, the ele-
phant was knocked oil' to one side, muti-
lated and writhing, and the train, after a
series of violent jolts which nearly threw
it oil the line, came to a standstill against
the bodies of two other animals of the
herd. There was not a great deal of dam-
age done, but the passengers were much
frightened, and the engine was consider-
ably battered almut tho front.
The tusker was despatched by an Eng-
lish gentleman who was travelling In the
train, and his tusks secured, after which
the train proceeded on its Journey. The
remainder of the herd scampered away,
and turned when about a mile off on a
knoll, looking iu a dazed, stupid kind of
way at the train as it moved off.— London
Globe.
Ton About’! Fair Play.
The civil-rights bill and the golden rulo
were inforced by h colored man at Pitts-
burg this week. In a crowded street cur
one day u negro occupied a seat, and a
white man was standing near by. At a
certain corner a white woman entered and
passed down the aisle, no one offering her
a seat, until she reached. the negro and his
white neighbor, when the latter informed
the colored man that the lady would doubt-
less thank him if he would give up his
seat to her. The seat, under such circum-
stances, was of course surrendered. At a
few blocks distant the lady left the car,
and, before the very eyes of the negro, the
man who addressed him In the lady's be-
half took the vacant sent. A laugh went
through the car. Presently a large African
woman got in the car, and looked around
in vain for a seal. Her colored kinsman
saw his opportunity, and bending over, said
to the white genlolemau: "Sir, will you
be good enough to oblige this lady with a
seat?” Passengers bit their lips, looked
out of the windows and up at the bellrope,
while the white man offered his seat to the
colored woman.
A number of the South Carolina cotton
strikers went to a field last week in which
a stalwart son of Ham was working, and
accosted him about bow much he received,
when the following dialogue took place:
Strikers— Say, Nat, what you git for dat
dar work you doin’?
Nat— Look here, niggers, tell me, arc
you ready to meet yo’ God? •
Strikers— No foolin’, Nat; what dese
fcllors pay you for dls work?
Nat— I’m not foolin', nudder; tell me,
niggers, am you ready to meet yo’ God ?
Strikers— See here, Nat, we come to stop
dls working* for nottin’; so yon got to stop
dat work’ mediately and go wid us.
Nat— Fore God, niggers, you flingin,
grave yard dirt on yo’ self, and If you ain’t
ready to meet yo’ God, leave here, for de
fust nigger puts his hand oo me, dat nig-
ger’ll wake up in bell.
Nat worked on.
Capt. Bates and bis wife, formerly
Miss Anna Swan, the giants, whose mar-
riage in London attracted much attention
several years ago, have retired from show
life, and built a fitting residence near
Rochester, N. Y. He is seven and a half
feet high, she is an inch taller, and each
weighs over fofir hundred pounds. The
rooms of their house are eighteen feet high
and the doors twelve feet. Their bedstead








A dispatch from T»m*qQ*,P»., 8*ys: “The
oOnTibtkm at? ^Ukft^arre, qS Thoi^aa Camp-
boll, a notorious Molly Maguire for the brutal
murder of Michael McNulty, at Oarbondale,
last July, hM aroused the murderous organ-
ietUon of which he was a member in Luzerne
county, and already the gang have oommenced
their terrible operations. Thomas Long and
John Donelly have fallen victims to their ven-
geance. The Mollies, who have terrified
Hyde Park, Dunmore, Meadow Brook, and
other places a the Lackawanna region, are re-
ported to be perpetrating atrocious outrages.”
A splehdid bronze statue of 'William H.
Seward was unvsiled in Madison Square, New
York dty, one day last week. The oration
was delivered by William M.£varts. John
Bigelow, the Secretary of State, made the ad-
dress of presentation on behalf of the oontribu-
ton to the fund for the statue, and Mayor
Wickham accepted the gift for the citv. There
was a large number of people in attendance,
and much interest was manifested. . ..Pennsyl-
vania's day at the Centennial— Thurs-
day, Sept 28— witnessed the largest at-
tendance of any day since the opening
of the big abow. Prom early morning till late
in the afternoon, almost to the moment of
dosing the gates, the people swarmed Co the
grounds in multitudes, and numbered at length
about 250,000 souls. Every imaginable vehicle,
from an oyster-cart to a truck, was utilized in
drawing people to the abow, and notwithstand-
ing the fact that almost every available horse
in the dty was brought Into requisition, at the
olOSe of the day thousands of people, many of
them women and children, were compelled to
tiudge to their distant homes on foot Of the
flfty-oent admissions daring the day there
were 217,678; twenty-five-oent admissions (chil-
dren), 83,785; to the Hve-etock show, 5,823;
total cash admissions, 257,286.
DtnuHo a fight between a number of Molly
Maguires, near Plymouth, Pa., a few nights
ago, John Brannigan, Peter McNamara, and
Bradley O’Neil were dabbed and stoned to
death. The trace ly occurred near where the
O’Donnell family were murdered some time
ago. The transaction has created intense
exdtement Although the murderers were
pursued, they managed to escape.'..
Jacob Hnulzenger, late President of the
Miners’ Trust Bank, of Pottsville, . Pa., has
been arrested on five distinct charges, cover-
ing alleged miademeSnora by false pretenses
and embezzlement U> the extent of upwards of
$200,000. He was sent to jail in default of
238,000 bail. 1 1
Bubqlabs entered the store of Franklin
Horton, No. 42 Fulton street, New York, a few
nights ago, broke open the safe and secured
20,000 worth of jewelry. No; arrests.... A
horrible domestic tragedy was enacted in New
York dty the other night Julius Blank, a
blind professor of music, residing on the top
floor at No. 201 West Thirty-third street shot
his wife, Mary, inflicting a mortal wound. He
also shot his child, Amalia, years old.
She died soon after. He then shot himself,
the shot killing him instantly.
THE WEST.
At the Spotted Tail Agency, on the 23d nit,
the Peace Commissioners held a council with
the Bionx Indians gathered there, and, after
the usual grumbling about the bad faith of the
Government, Spotted Tail and his men put
their names to the new treaty.
A telegram from Yinita, Indian ;Territory,
states that the Cherokees and other civilized
Indians of the Territory are greatly excited
over the proposed removal of the Sioux into
their country. They say the Government is
again proposing to violate treaty stipulations
by removing those Indians to their country
without their consent. They characterize the
action of the Commissioners in agreeing to
give the Sioux homes in the Territory of Oak-
lahoma as being similar to the one made by
Satan on the mountain 1,800 years ago. There
will be a united end solemn protest made by
all these people against the ooneummaticn of
this alleged outrage against the civilized as
well as the BiOtix Indians.
Several weeks sgo s reqnisition was made
by the Governor of Wisconsin upon the Gov-
ernor of Illinois for the surrender of the body
of Mr. W. F. Storeyf editor of the Chicago
Times, charged with the publication of a libel
against one Beck, the Milwaukee Chief of
Polio* The matter was referred by Gov. Bev-
eridge to Attornev General Ed sail for an opin-
ion as to the law in the case, and ths latter has
replied in a letter to the effect that the requisi-
tion cannot be lawfully complied with, lor the
reason that Mr. Storey was not in Wisconsin at
the time '' the * alleged offense was
committed, and therefore cannot be
considered a fugitive from justice .....
A Bismarck special reports preparations at
Fort Lincoln for an expedition of the Seventh
Cavahv and a detachment under command of
Maj. Reno. Destination not stated, but the
preparations indicate an absence of a month
or more. „ , .
The amusement outlook in Chicago is more
peculiar than at the beginning of any season
since the dty laid claim te metropolitan taste
and experience. , The efforts of the past
toward building up several houses for the
drama have now ill condensed themselves to
a single substantial focus, i and McYicker’s
Theater is the only legitimate Thespian haunt
in the dty. This veteran institution has
outlived a score of years and double that
number of rivals, and starts in for the season
of 1876-7 stronger kud better' than ever....
The delay in oarryingdnto effect the order for
a stack twenty feet high in its flight. Frag-
ments of iron and wood were scattered in a
circuit of 175 feet,
A horrible gallows soeue was enacted at
Coshocton, Ohio, last week. The victim was
benry Ept, who, in November last, murdered
Abraham Wurtheimor, of that place. “At 1
o’clock," writes a oorrespondent, describing
the trav edy, “the lever was touched and the
drop fell. Then followed a horrid and repul-
sive scene. The drop had not killed the un-
happy man, nor was the noose strangling him.
His body swung to and fro violently. From his
lips came terrible moans and cries. He frantic-
ally struggled to free his limbs. His agonies
continued. Tbe witnesses of the execution
turned sick at the awful scene. Finally the
platform was brought back to its place, and the
poor victim of an executioner's bungling work
was drawn upon it, and the rope readjusted,
the poor half-strangled wretch groaning and
wailing and begging not to be banged again,
all this while held in the arms of the ofiicials
and waiting another attempt. Four minutes
from the time of the first fall the half-killed
man was Isonobed into the air again. , This
time the rope and the fall accomplished the
law's decision. The man’s neck was broken,
and the poor'fallow died without a struggle."
The Springfield (III) Register of the 2d iust.
says: “By the Crop reports for Sept. 11, re-
oeived at the office of the State Board of Agricul-
ture, it appears that the proepect for corn is
better by about 10 per cent, than on Ang. 11,
the date of the last previous report. Accord-
ing to the estimates the crop in this State will
be about 270,000,000 boshels, or about 78 per
oent. of a fall crop."
THE SOUTH.
Geh. Braxton Bragg dropped dead of heart
disease in the streets of Galveston a few days
ago. He had been in his customary health up
,to the moment of the fatal attack. Geu.
Bragg was a prominent officer in the Confed-
erate army, holding at various times important
commands. He was educated at West Feint,
bnt for several years previous to the outbreak
of the rebellion he had had no connection with
the United States army.
Advices from Northern and Northwestern
Texas report a grasshopper invasion. In some
oonntiee they are destroying vegetation.
Wheat-sowing is to be delayed until it is ascer-
tained whether the 'hoppers will lemain long
enongh to deposit their eggs.
A special from San Antonio, Texas, to the
Galveston News says a detachment of Capt
McNelley’s company under Sergt. Armstrong
attacked a party of outlaws on Espanosa lake,
near Eagle Pass, killed five, wounded one, and
captured fifty horses and a large number of
cattle. ' '
WASHINGTON.
Bo par 19,058,252 in silver coin has been
paid out by the Treasury Department for the
redemption of fractional currency and in pay-
ment of obligations since tho 19th of April
last, leaving a balance of $2,000,000 of such
coin on hand at this date.
The mints are now running to their full
capacity to supply the demands for subsidiary
silver coin. Last week $500,000 was received
from Russia to be converted into American
gold coin. There is an active demand for
silver for export to China.
The trial of Gen. O. E. Babcock on the safe-
burglary indictment was brought to a conclu-
sion last week. The jury, after an absence of
two hours, rendered a verdict of not guilty.
The public debt statement for October makes
the following exhibit ;
Six uer cent bonda ....... S 9M.999.650
Five per cent bonda ...... 718,820,450
Total coin bonds .................. $1,697,320,100
Lawful money debt.. ..... $ 14,000,000
Matured debt ............ 2,738,530 ,
Legal tenders ............ 358,661,472
Certificates of deposit ..... 34,620,000
Fractional currency ...... 29,868 416
(Join certificates .......... 29,777,900
Total withont interest ............. 462,717,788
Total debt ......................... $2,176,776,418
Total interest.., ................... 27,126,227
Cash In Treasury :
Coin ..................... $64,691,124
Currency..* ............. 12.524,915
Special deposits held for re-
demption of certifies tee
of depoeit ............. 34,620,000
Total In Treaaury ................ 111,636,069
Episcopal
missionary. He was shot through tho heart
( and head by a fiendish redskin who had been
confined in the guard-house for some misde-
‘o meaner, ahd had sworn to take revenge on the
first white man he met after his release....
The large and extensive establishment in To-
ledo, Ohio, known as the MUburn Wagon
V* totroyed by fire last week. Over
L000 finished wagons, besides a' large number
of unfinished onee, were baited- The loss is
abont $400,000, on which there is an hjeuranco
of $135,000. Several of (he firemen narrowly
escaped death from falling walls, and ouo had
an arm broken. This dieaater throws About
850 men out of employment The fire is sop-
poaed to have been caused by spontaneouscombustion. " .
A terrible sxplasfoti of a threshing-machine
boiler occurred in Marshall eounty, Ind., a few
^aye igo. Thomas Jonas, aged 12, was blown
' 100 feet, his clothes torn off, and himself in-
i' etantiy lulled. Thomas Wort, agog 24, band-1 i ft! 80011 »ft« ; be leaves a wife and
three children. William W. Johnson, aged 22,
J?-tthrow“ J00 fr* *nd dlad. William
• .Hugbee, aged 35, was blown 110 feet his right
W^body badly scalded ; be will
probably die. David Logan’* sknll was frac-
tured and one of his anna broken. A number
of other persons were maimed and braised in
a shocking manner. The boiler was thrown
#0 feet, striking the separator and going over
Debt leas cauh in tke Treanury ......... $2,095,181,941
Decrease of debt during September. . . 2,915,366
Decrease since June 30, 1876 ........... 7,172,789
Bonds Issued to the Pacific Railway
Companies, interest payable in lawful
money: Principal outstanding ...... 64,623,512
Interest accrued and not y«t paid ...... 969,352
Interest pild bj the United States ..... 32,080,218
Interest repaid by transportation of
mails, etc ........................... 6,950,393
Balance of Interest paid by United
States ...... m ..................... 25,129,824
. GENERAL.
Fob nearly twenty years the groat horse Lex-
ington stood at the head of the American
turf, and it was not until two years ago that
his four-mile time, 7:19%, was beaten a quarter
of a second by Fellowcraft, at Saratoga. An-
other Ken tacky horse has now beaten the time
of both Lexington and Fellowcraft, and the
people of th? bine-grass State are warranted in
feeling proud over the performance. Ten
Broeok, a thoroughbred raocr named in honor
of the gentleman who owned Lexington, and
bred and owned by a member of the famous
Harper family of horse breeders, at Louisville,
the other day, ran four miles in the unprece-
dented time of 7:15%, or three seconds faster
than Fellowcraft’e, and four seconds faster
than Lexington’s time— an achievement which
stamps Ten Broeck the greatest horse of the
oentury. ’ ' -' t
Better prices are expected for American
grain because of the short crop iu England.
Tho market in New York, says the Tribune,
shows the effect already, bnt happily thore is
no wild speculation started, and the improve-
ment in prices promises to be of a substantial
character.
Three men fell from the scaffolding ot a
ohnrch in Montreal last week. One was instantly
killed, and thaother two fatally injured . ...James
Lick, the San Francisco millionaire, breathed
his last in that dty on the 1st inst, leaving in
trast for various public, patriotic, and charit-
able purposes a sum estimated at $5,000,000.
“Leave your trunks at home” is a suggestion
of Philadelphia newspapers to the multitude
about td depart to the Centennial Exhibition.
Moon tains of tranks rise in every railroad
depot, and travelers are frequently delayed in
obtaining them. A hand valise is far prefer-
able. The fashionable garment in the Exhibi-
tion and on the streets is the one every person
has worn, jn traveling.
POLITICAL-
The New York State Greenback Convention
was held at Albany, last week. Richard Mont-
gomery Griffis? editor of the Albany Evening
Post, waa nominated for Governor ; Thomas
Armstrong for lieutenant Governor ; Anthony
J. Cudderback for Canal Commissioner ; Mar-
cus M. Dixon. Judgb of Appeals; John W.
Cramp, State Prison Inspector. '.r ;<
Thb Republicans of Nebraska Jiave nom-
inated Frank Welch Igt Governor^ A. O. Ab-
bott for lieutenant Governor, Bruno Tzchuck
for Secretary of State, J. B. Weston for Au-
ditor, and J. 0. McBride for Treasurer.
•'/• FOREIGN.
The Russian Government has ordered the
registration of all tho trapes in the empire lia-
ble to seizure in case eff war. . . .The United
States steamer Franklin, with William M-
Tweed on board, has sailed from Vigo, Spain,
for New York.... Spain is sending more rein-
forcements to Cuba.
News from Panama states that in the en-
gagement at Laschaneos, in the Cauca, between
the rebels and Government forces, the rebels
lost more than a thousand in killed and
wounded, while the Government forces lost
200 killed and 300 wounded.
During the suspension of active hostilities in
Mexico the Government is reorganizing the
army, in the hope that the next battle will bo
the last and cud the revolution. Yet it is never
tho last revolution in Mexico, bat always the
lateet. Still, that progress has been made in
that country since the expulsion of the French
aroused national pride cannot be denied. The
Congress is now in session, and it is probable
that arrangements will be made for the pay-
ment of a part of the English claims, .i.
The misery which the Cabans apprehended
will extend throughout their island is painfully
apparent at Puerto Principe. In this Inland
dty, which once enjoyed great proepenty,
real estate is almost valueless, and 4,000 im-
poverished people are fed at the public expense.
Heedless of this ruin, the Spaniards
are sending more troops to the island
and erecting coast defenses at Cienfu-
egos against some imaginary foe....
Reports received in England confirm tbe set-
tlement of difficulties between England and
China, growing out of the Yunnan murders.
The British Minister, Wade, and the Chief
Foreign Secretary of China^ave signed a con-
vention disposing of the case ____ Hostilities
have been resumed between Turkey and Servia,
the latter having rejected the proposed exten-
sion of the annistioe ____ Sir Thomas White
has been elected Lord Mayor of London.
The 142 stonemasons who sailed from New
York to Scotland have arrived and been set to
work on the new parochial buildings at Green-
ock. They got ten pence, an hour, and are
guaranteed work for two years ____ The Pope
is again grievously ill ____ Armed Rassians dbn-
tinue to pour into Servia by the thousands.
.... A cable dispatch announces the
death of the great German sculp-
tor. Ernst You Bandel, the founder of the
colossal statue of Anninius which waa placed
upon ths summit of tbe Teuto burger Wald
last August, amid the rejoicings of the whole
German people, and which spread his name
and fame far and wide. He was born May 17,
1800. . . . A ferry boat waa recently swamped in
Youghal Harbor, Ireland, and nineteen per-
sons, nearly all farmers and their wives,
were drowned.
The Servian army has again been over-
whelmingly defeated by the Turkish forces
near Alexinatz. The London Times' corres-
pondent at the Turkish headquarters tele-
graphs. undar date of Oct. 3: “Thursday's
battle, both as regards the losses and numbers
engaged, was decidedly the greatest in the
whole war. In the front, towards Moravia, the
Servian attack was merely directed against the
Turkish bridge. The main attack was against
the Turkish left wing, under Hafaiz and Ali
Pasha, in order to cm off the Turkish retreat to
Nisch. Sixteen Servian battalions also crossed
the Moravia at Draehevoc, and advanced
by way of Jeeica against tho Turkish right,
under Falsi Pasha. This double flank move-
ment completely failed, and the Servians, by
noon, were driven back at all points with great
loes. They subsequently renewed the attack
against the Turkish left three times, but were
on every occasion repulsed with great loss.
A dispatch from Berlin says that “considerable
portions of the Russian army have received
orders to be ready for immediate concentration.
Cavalry and Held artillery are now on a war
footing, and the infantry are ready to march."
Things Worth Knowing.
Kid gloves are not kid, but are made
of lambskin or sheepskin.
Arabic figures were not invented by
the Arabs, but by the Indians.
Tube rose is no rose, bnt the tuberous
palianth (palianthea tuberosa).
Black lead does not contain a single
particle of lead, but is composed chiefly
of carbon.
Turkish baths arq not of Turkish ori-
gin ; nor are they baths at all. They are
hot air rooms.
Prussian blue does not come from
Prussia, bnt is the precipitate of the salt
of protoxide of iron with prussiate of po-
tassa.
Brazilian grass does not come from
Brazil, or even grow in Brazil ; nor is
it grass at all. It consists of strips of
palm-leaf, and is chiefly imported from
Cuba.
Whalebone is no bone at all ; nor do<
it possess any properties of bone. It
a substance attached to the lower jaw <
the whale, and seems to strain the wate
which the creature takes up in lar;
mouthfuls.
Sealing-wax is not wax at all ; n<
does it contain a single particle <
wax. It is composetj of shellac, Veni<
turpentine and cinnabar. Cinnabi
gives it the deep red color, and
pentino renders the shellac soft and le
brittle.
Burgundy pitch is not pitch ; nor is
manufactured or exported from Borgu
dy. The best is a resinous substanc
prepared from common frankincens
and brought from Hamburg ; but by f
the largest quantity is a mixture of res
and palm-oil.
Copperas contains no copper, but co
sists of sulphate of iron.
Cobalt, sold as a fly poison, contaii
no cobalt ; but consists of impure mete
lie arsenic.
Red precipitate or red oxide of mer-
cury is not made by precipitation, but
by heating the nitrate of mercury;
when precipitated it has a yellowish
color.
, Served ’em Right.
The managers of the New York State
Fair lost money this year, and men who
bought the privilege of selling certain
articles were not repaid for their ven-
tures. The chief cause of the loss was
the placing of the admission fee at 60
cents. , Hundreds of farmers who had
come With their teams many miles re-
fused to pay the price demanded and
returned ndme. On the last day the
price Was reduced to 25 cents, but this
action was too late to be of benefit.
 ..... ... ..... *lT •
8. R. MoReady is a temperance mar-
tyr at Brighton, Mass. Rom sellers
caught him distributing tracts, wrapped
a blanket around him, carried him off
in a wagon, and whipped him.
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
The asylum for the insane at Kalamazoo has
616 Inmates, of whom 316 are females.
David Bush, one of tbe pioneer* of Essex,
Clinton county, was killed at a raising last
week. I i
• At vli . ̂   Pv w . ^
Albert O’Neil, of Portland, died suddenly
on Tuesday morning from over- exertion in
striving to catch a peacock.
The Ionia County Agricultural Society is out
of debt and has $1,000 ahead. Tho fair this
year was a “huge success."
The contract for building the Court House
at Manistee has been let to Washer, Potter A
Co., of Grand Rapids, for $29,000.
Rev. Father Praegar, an East Sagiuaw
priest, has relinquished his charge, and will
relum to Germany, via the Centennial show.
Ed Taylor, employed at the salt block of
Qua F. Rush A Co., at East Saginaw, fell into
one of the grainers the other day, and one of
his legs was scalded so that the flesh dropped
off.
The Michigan Conference of the Free
Methodist Church has been divided, and that
portion of the territory lying north of the
base-line of the State will compose a new con-
ference.
A new shingle mill belonging to M. J. Daua-
her, of Lndington, waa burned the other night.
Two hundred thousand shingles were burned.
Loss between $8,000 and $9,000 ; inanred for
$5,000. r .
The Kalamazoo Gazette has a witty editor.
Here is * specimen of his humor : Why is
Kalamazoo a heathen village ? Because the
Maidens in their Blindness bow down to Wood
and Stone.
The Common Council of Negauneo has
adopted an ordinance entitled “An ordinance
for the more effectual prevention of disorderly
and tnmultuons behavior, breach of the peace,
and other misdemeanors.”
John J. Heely, a well-known attorney, died
at his home in East Saginaw on Saturday of
last week. He had just returned from the
Rocky mountains, where he had searched in
vain for the fountain of health.
sod and paper, after which it waa touched off.
At the time it was surrounded by a large num-
ber of men and boys, and, strange as it may
seem, none of th$n were injured in the least.
One pieoe in its desoont struck a imn who waa
twenty rod* away, Just grazing his leg. Tho
pieoe probably weighed fifty pounds. Another
piece paasifl over and through the roof of
Barnfes’ Hotel, cutting out the, shingles and
destroying one of the lafters. It is exceeding-
ly fortunate that no great damage was done.
At the Ionia County Fair a number of Bi>e-
oial premiums were offered. Tho Standard
ays: “The woman who brought the most
men to the fair" failed to call fi her reward.
There were several competitors for the . prem-
ium to the man with the longeet nose, but it
was justly awarded to Thomas Marsh, of
Orange, whose probopoia is one of the wonders
of Ionia county. ‘ ‘ The minister who had mar-
ried the most couples,” “the girl with tho
largest feet,” “the man with tho poorest
clothes,” “ the best-dressed lady,” were all too
modest to apply for their premiums. John B.
Welch and Thomas Marsh entered for the
premium to the handsomest man, but it was
thought if they were the beat-looking men
the county could afford we had better import
some citizens. This premium was not award-
ed. The premium of five dollars to the best-
natured baby was given to Lily Ann Fell, of
tiebewa.
An important case waa tried In the Detroit
Superior Court, recently, the result of which
should prove a solemn warning to sa-
loon-keepers. It waa an action upon a
saloon-keeper's bond under the regulating
law for damages for violation of that
bond. This law, after providing for tbe
imposition of a tax upon all persons en-,
gaged in selling liqnor, also provided that each
one should file a bond, with two sureties, cov-
enanting and agreeing “that ho will uot di-
rectly or indirectly, by himself, bis clerk, agent,
or servant, at any time, sell or deliver any
spirituous or intoxicating; liquors, or any mixed
liquor to a minor, or to any adult person what-
ever known to him to be a habitual drunkard,
nor to a person in the habit of getting intoxi-
cated." The amount of this bond was fixed by
tho Common Connell at $1,000, with two suro-
Says the lazy editor of the Louisville Courier-
Journal: “Mrs. Bally Beers, of Clinton coun-
ty, works a farm of 100 acres and has nin
children. If there were a few thousand sue
persons in the world as Bally, many more of
ns might escape work."
Detroit Evening News : “A Bay City man
named Tuff married a tough case known as
Stella Mosher, and a few hours afterward tried
to kill himself, and now he has been arrested
for trying to kill his notorious bride— who has
been a bride but two weeks."
The salt product of Michigan for the month
of September was 175,498 barrels, and for the
year to Sept 80 was 1,118,591 barrels, an in-
crease over the prodnot of the corresponding
period of 1875 of 249,000 barrels. The product
this year will reach 1,500,000 barrels.
Shipments from the porta of Bay City and
Saginaw for the month of September were as
follows : Lumber, feet, Bay City, 44,025,079 ;
Saginaw, 22,037,884. Lath, pieces, Bay City,
3,987,000; Saginaw, 3,287,000. Shingles,
pieces, Bay City, 1,074,000 ; Saginaw, 7,293,000.
Salt, barrels, Bay City, 16,869 ; Saginaw, 2,800.
Staves, pieces, Bay City, 15,800; Saginaw,
158,960. Hoops, pieces, Bay City, 2,020,000.
The saw-mill owned by the Frankfort Com-
pany, at Frankfort, thirty miles north of Man-
istee, was destroyed by fire early last Monday
morning. Loss, *30,000. Insurance, $10,000
in the following oompanies : German Amer-
ican, $1,000 ; St. Paul, $1,000 ; North British
and Mercantile, $1,000 ; Pbcenix, $2,000 ;
Atlas, $1,000; Continental, $2,000; Under-
writers, $2,000. The origin of the fire is not
stated.
The streets of Saginaw are filled with men
looking for employment in the woods. This
will be difficult to find, says the Republican,
as the most of the lumbermen running camps, or
going to do so, have the men they want en-
gaged. We would strongly advise those hav-
ing friends who contemplate coming to Sagi-
naw for work to tell them to stay away, as the
market is already overstocked and we have a
hard, trying winter before us.
Work is being prosecuted in a lively manner
at the Cleveland mine, at Marqnette, about
350 men being employed. The mine leads all
others in point of shipments so far this season.
On Friday of last week some 25,000 tyns of
rock fell in the main opening, or pit, of the
Lake auperior mine. The men were absent at
dinner at the time, else there would have been
a dreadful disaster. It is not often that these
accidents confine themselves to such con-
venient occasicns.
Another instance of the result of pointing
guns “supposed to be unloaded ̂ is reported
trom Manistee, where two lads named Louis
Long and Leonard Gardner were shot by the
son of the Captain of the tog Williams snap-
ping a gun at them. Lennie Gardner escaped
with a few shot in the back, bnt Louis Long
received most of the charge and now lies in a
critical condition. A severe penalty is laid by
the State law of Michigan upon tbe act of
pointing at a person1 a gun, either loaded or
unloaded. The law ought to be v^eli known.
THEsixty-tbird anniversary of thereooonpa-
tion of Detroit by Americana after Hall’s sur-
render was publicly observed there on the
28th of beptember. A platform was erected in
front of Whitney’s Opera House, Whjch stands
on the site of the surrendered fort, and upon
it was placed a bust of Gen. Cass, the butt of
the flagstaff of tbe old fort, and some other
relics there. Literary exercises took place,
consisting of a historical sketch by Levi
Bishop, and brief addressee by Acting Mayor
Hough, Gov. Begley, and other prominent
citizens. Wet weather prevented an expected
street parade of local militia, and otherwiso
interfered with an interesting observance.
At the Republican pole-raising at Burlington
village, the cannon which was bilg used by
the boy* to celebrate the event was bant into
fragment*. It seems that the gun was an old
•ne and had been in use for many year*, and
that at the time it burst it wt* loaded with fine
powder and crammed to this muzzle with wet
ties, and every saloon-keeper is required to
file a satisfactory one in each case. Among
those who Alai such a bond In 1875 was Moses
Ball, saloonist at 19 St. Aubin avenue, with
Louis Dohmstreich and Philip Kling as sure-
ties. In violation of the terms of his bond,
Bell sold liqnor to one Peter C. Flieuremont, well
known to him to be in the habit of getting in-
toxicated. On the 22d day of August, 1875,
Flieuremont became intoxicated at Boll's sa-
loon, and while in that condition pandered
down to the river, went into an open boat, fell
overboard and was drowned. Flienromont's
widow commenced suit against Bell for dama-
ges, and the case waa tried before a jury in the
Superior Court, who returned a verdict for tho
plaintiff for $400. The evidence aa to tbe sell-
ing of the liquor was conclusive, and Bell him-
self testified that he had known the deceased
fifteen years, and knew that he waa in the
habit of getting intoxicated. The jury were
not long in arriving at their verdict.
Detroit Prices Current.
Wheat, white, per bu ........ '. ..... $ 1 06 @ 1 15
Wheat, amber, per bu ............. 1 04 (4 1 10
Corn, per bu... .................... 53 <4 55
Oita, per bu ...................... 38 # 40
Barley, per 100 lbs ................. 1 00 @ 1 60
Bye, per bu ............ 50 <4 65
Applea, per brl .................... 1 00 © 1 15
Beans, unpicked, per bu ........... 60 0 65
Beans, picked, per bu ........ . ..... 1 00 £ 1 05
Batter, per lb ...................... 19 (§ 22
Beeswax, per lb .......... 28 14 30
Cider, per gal, ...................... 10 <4 12
Dried apples, per lb ............... 5 (4 6
Dressed Hoks, per 100 lbs .......... 7 50 8 00
Eggs, per doz ...................... 15 <4 16
Hops, per lb ....................... 5 C4 27
Hay, timothy, per ton .............. 8 00 (410 00
Hay, mixed, per ton..... .......... 7 00 (4 8 00
Hay, marsh, per ton., ............. 500 <^600
btraw, per ton ......... 6 00 14 6 60
Potatoes, per bu ........ .......... 70 (4 75
Honey, comb ...................... 16 (4 18
Chickens, per pair ................ 35 (4 60
Chickens, dressed, per lb ........... 20 <4 11
Turkeys, live, per lb ............... 10 i4 D
Tallow, per lb .............. ........ 7 <4 7*
Hides, per lb ...................... 6 (4 6
Pelts ............................... 30 ® 1 25
Wool, per lb, unwashed ............ 20 0 22
W’ool, fleece washed ................ 30 9 33
Wool, combing ..................... 35 ft 40
Wood, soft, per cord ............ ...3 00 ft 4 00
Wood, beech and maple, ........... 4 75 ft •r' 00
Wood, hickory ..................... 5 75 <4 6 00
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Beeves ............... v ..... ftlO 75
ft 8 50
Cotton ...................... (4 11*
|*LOUR-Saporflne Western... ..... 4 25 ft 4 75
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ........ ft 1 23
Corn— Western Mixed ....... ft 62
Oats— No. 2 Chicago .......... ft 50
Rye— Western .................. 72 ft 74
Pork— New Mess ............ . ft 16 75
Lard— Steam ................. lf#ft 11
CHICAGO.
Bexvks— Choice Graded Steers.... 6 00 ft 5 25
Choice Natives ........... 4 50 ft 4 75
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 26'.ft 3 26
Good Second-claas Steers. 3 55 ft 4 00
Medium to Fair .......... 8 75 ft 4 25
Hoob— Live ......... 6 00 .ft 6 25
Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 75 ft 7 60
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 4 75 ft 5 25
Wheat— No. 2 Spring, New ....... 1 07 ft 1 07#
No. 3 Spring..;..* ...... ,.100 ft 1 01
Corn— No. 2... ..... ..... ......... '• ** & *5
Oats— No. ...... .................... “ £
Rye-No. 2 ........ ...... .......... « @ ??
Barley— No. 2, New ............ ... 22 ® «
Butter— Creamery ................ 00 ft 35
Ehos-Freah ..... . ............... ™ (iIi} «
Lard.”..... ................... .. 10*ft m
ST. LOUIS.
WHEAT-No.2Bed Fall.. ..... 117 ft 1 18
Corn -Western Mixed ..... ........ JO ft 41
PORK-Mdes....,;:?. .............. 17 25 ft 17 50
CA«^v. r:.::v. ................ 2 * @ 5 oo
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 1. ....... . ............ i £ J
Ho. a ..................... 1 qj ~
Corn— No. a; ......... ...... JJ
Oats-No. 3 .......... . ............
Rye.
'2;










... 47 ft 48
.. 86 ft 40
.. 65 ft 68





Hoos— Yorkers. .............. 2 a* US
Cattle— Best. ........... vtfVL? Jn | J SShut S'S ‘ ̂
THE GREAT BLAST*
(Blowing Up Hell Gate Reet-Th® Terrific
Rending Force Liberated by the Finger
-“SSirnr
Half past 21 A jet of white smoke,
followed by a heavy report, annonnoed
the first gun. In twenty minutes it will
be all over. The Hiispenso is moet op-
pressive. The tide, whiqh id now nearly
at its height, dashes and swishes against
the wall, and conversation in the neigh-
borhood of the ihanty is monulated to
the accompaniment of thewates. Ten
minutes later and a black tug which
had been lying alongside . the Gen-
eral’s launch steamed across the river
to the scow at Ward’s island, and after
a brief delay turned its head toward the
“firing point” ,
“ It is bringing somebody here! Mrs.
Newtpn is c<)paing from the scow;” and
it was whispered among the little group
that at the supreme ’ moment a lady
would touch the key.and let the earth-
quake free to do its will.
The black tug touched the little dock,
and after some bustle and ado a lady
emerged from the cabin*, escorted by
Lieut. Willard, and followed by a nurse
carrying a s wee tr faced blue-eyed child.
They hurried across the narrow gang-
way and stepped into the shanty, the
original tenants making way for them by
scrambling ,nji the slope oft ' the Wtet
annal UTlt.hnnfc (ptlT alO *
In spite of the many warnings against a
too close approach to the reef after the
blast, thp excursipfi steamert, laden to
the water’s edge, careening now on this
^sidenowoa
channel without fear. On shore the
effects 'Were a disappointment to the
alarmists and prophets of evil. A small
frame building which stood nearest to
the mine, and which had been used as
an office by the engineers, bad been
lifted bodily into the air and dropped
again, so that it stood askew, but not a
pane of glass was broken either by the
concussion or the shock of the fall!
grass. ’ •>» Ji Jh * . 1
The babe seemed to inspire awe and
wonder among the gazers# As they
stared, Lieut. Willard whispered to the
man at his side. ^Oie listener wheeled
instantly toward hra next neighbor and
whispered in turn, and the electric mes-
sage flashing through the crowd ex-
ploded the mine of curiosity in a burst
of surprise: •
“That baby is going to fire the
mine!”
The boom of the second gun came
across the water giving warning that
but ten minutes remained to complete
the work. Gen. Newton and his as-
sistant were seen to descend from the
bomb-proof toward the launch— ev-
idence that the last task, that of con-
necting the wires, had been accom-
plished. As the launch left the side of
the dam and steamed toward the “ firing
point,” word was passed that the last
man had abandoned the mine and every-
thing was reedy for the olimax. When
within a few feet of the shanty Gen.
Newton sprang to $he gangway and
thence to show. Going into the hut hev
first unlocked and adjusted the inrin-
ment. Then lifting the blue-eyed baby
to the table ho said: “Do you know
what you are going to do, Mary?”
The child, timid and confused, made
no reply. Her nurse motioned toward
the instrument, and the chubby hand
reached out to touch the key. The
wires were detached, and she was suf-
fered to play with the choking toy for a
moment. It was a most impressive
scene. All that indicated the giant
slumbering in his den yonder was this
double wire, as though an arm reaching
from the pit had been dissected to the
nerves which would startle the sleepy
monster to a fury at the slighteet touch.
The toy was removed for an instant and
the wires replaced.
Six minutes more. Looking up the
stream, Gen. Newtoh saw the steamboat
Pleasant Valley, crowded with people,
coming down past the safety lines toward
the mine. ^
“ What in the name of conscience does
she mean?” ho said, angrily, and his
excited assistants followed with a chorus:
“ Fire it at once, General I”
“Delay the firing and signal her,
General I” ^ i
“ Shall I signal to her, General?”
Boom! broke the report of the third
signal-gun upon the air. The moment
had arrived. Every member of the little
group held his breath as Lieut Willard,
running out upon the pier, waved a
handkerchief for the last signal to OoL
Abbott, and then sprang back inside the
hut. The chubby fist of the baby girl
was stretched toward the key amid a
silence like that of death. An instant
of terrible suspense— two— three; the
child hud withdrawn her arm in fright
at the general hush, and looked inquir-
ingly at her father. “ Now, Mary !’* he
said, and seizing the tiny hand he drew it
toward the key. Qhck 1
And simultaneously with that click the
earth quivered an instant, while a grand
crown of water,' boiling . white at the
crest, rose majestically Irom the mine,
while a thunder-clap smote the air. An-
other convolution, with jets rising here
and there out of the crest— the black
mud at the bottom showing now, with
masses of rock and timber struggling
amid the chaos. Then a second report,
. duller than the first* rumbled along the
water. Only an instant of this. The
next second and the mass had tumbled
foaming to its place, sending a wave
circling into the river; and the climax
had passed.
Then came chaos and Babel together t
A confusion of tongues at first, followed
by a definite exclamation of relief, for
the suspense had been terrible. Sud-
denly a ringmg voice called :
“ Three cheers for Gen. Newton !”
Never did huzzas arise from more en-
thusiastio throats. Deafening rounds of
bellowing voices fairly outdid the ex-
plosion of the mine.
From the “ firing point ” to the scene
of the blast, at a dead run, was a matter
of six minutes. A throng of men and
boys were already prowling among the
nuns, grabbing for bits of wire and
wood as souvenirs, and. tumbling over
eadi other like a pask of ravenous wolves
at feast. On the river a vulture-swarm
of boats, springing from nowhere,
pounced upon the floating timbers and
growled and shouted and quarreled a
chorus to the shore. The river present-
ed a different surface now. A smooth,
covered with the globules of mercury
spilled by the sudden displacement as
the points dropped into their places.
The whole electric arrangement had
worked with the utmost harmony and
success, every detail being carried out
to the very letter. For an hour the po-
licemen and soldiers carried on a run-
ning combat with thpttowd, who pitched
and tore at the wir6s, each anxious to
a j secure a souvenir of the day.
The leading wires were twisted and
broken into small pieces, and at the out-
side gate one enterprising individual
drove a trade in relics at 10 cents a bit
for wire or wood. Then the crowd broke
through the gpiad lines and swarmed
over the gtpuudH, inspecting the twisted
office, the smashed-up coffer dam and
the remnants’ of the' railway by; which
the debris liad been removed from the
mine.
Military Discipline in China*
A terrible instanoe of the severity of
the military discipline enforced by cer-
tain Chinese officers occurred only the
other day at Rooohow. As a band of
soldiers were ^tog marched through
the town the attention of one of the
men was attracted by an itinerant needle-
woman— one of those virtuous and use-
ful ladies whose whole stock-in-trade
consists of a housewife, a thimble, and
a little stool; and this man, it seems,
took the liberty of patting or stroking
the woman’s cheek as he passed. Up
sprang the outraged lady, and retorted
in good set terms, treating the adven-
turous warrior to a sound bit of her
mind at t&e top of her injured voice.
The officer in charge stepped up to her.
“Don’t make such a noise,” he said,
quietly; “be patient, it shall not occur
again. ” The soldiers passed on, and in
a quarter of an hoar the man’s head was
adorning the city walls. It is said the
woman, who had been the innocent
cause of the catastrophe was sadly grieved
at this unlooked-for and dreadful result
The Intimidators Intimidated.
A number of South Carolina cotton
strikers went to a field last week in which
a stalwart son of Ham was working, and
accosted him about how much he re-
ceived, when the following dialogue took
place:
' Strikers— Say, Nat, what you git for
dat dar work you doin’?
S Nat— Look here, niggers, tell me, are
you ready to meet yo’ God ?
Strikers— No foolin’, Nat ; what dese
buckra pay you for dis work ?
Nat— I’m not foolin’, nudder ; tell me,
niggers, am you ready to meet yo’ God?
Strikers— See here, Nat, we come to
stop dis workin’ for nottin’; so yon got
to stop dat work ’mediately and go wid
us.
Nat— Fore God, niggers, you flingin’
graveyard dirt on yo’self, and if you ain’t
ready to meet yo’ God, leave here, for
de fast nigger puts his hands on me, dat
nigger'll wake up in hell
Nat worked on.— Af orion Star.
INDIAN ELOQUENCE* I in 171 days, and at Paris, in 1867,
gpottej) MU* oMW>. C^mlWo.^Li#'969 The reoeipte at
era, Upon the Slgnlnf of the New Treaty
A Chinese Railroad Accident
With the completion of the first rail-
road in China, Shanghai journalism en-
larges its sphere so as to take in railway
accidents. On August 3 the engine-
driver noticed a Chinese soldier walk-
ing between the rails about a mile from
Kangwan. The whistle was blown, and
the man got off the line ; but almost
directly after got on again, walking
toward the engine, which was onlj a
few yards off. The brakes were ap-
plied and steam shut off, and the train
brought to a stand-still in a very short
time. The man had, however, been
knocked down and killed. This is a
modest beginning. It will not be long
before the Chinese grow up to tele-
scoping and all the other horrors of
progressive and civ.lized railroading.
, New lork Full of Strangers.
Within the past ten days over 60,000
strangers have come to New York, on
the way to or coming from the Centen-
nial Exhibition. The hotels are crowd-
ed to excess, and many applicants for
rooms and board are necessarily turned
away. Some landlords are paying for
lodgings for the help, and guests are
sleeping in the servants’ rooms. , The
following ̂ gures show the number of
persons registered in thirty-nine of the
principal hotels in this city : Sept. 12,
3,920 ; Sept. 13, 2,600 ; Sept 14, 2,668;
Sept 15, 3,000 ; Sept. 16 and 17, 4,350;
Sept 18, 8,900 ; Sept 19, 8,720. Total
in eight days, 24,048. These figures do
not indicate the aggregate of what are
termed “hotel arrivals,” for there are
hundreds of small hotels whose board-
ers are not recorded.— Aew York Sun.
Cultivate he Willow.
Two-thirds of the willow for the man-
ufacture of willow ware in this country
is imported from Europe at a cost of
$5,000,000. The cultivation of the wil-
low is contemplated by some Americans,
they thinking that, by cultivating supe-
rior grades of the basket willow, they
can make a profit per acre of $150. A
... . , - -----  manufacturer asserts that fully 6,000 ar-
swift current ran close to the shore, and tides are constructed from willow shoots
it was apparent at a glanoe that the blast —chairs, sofas and baskets being the
had done its work most successfully. I most common.
of Peace.
bn have oome to visit our laud, and
now ask you how many years there
for us fo live. My friends, you who
sit before me are traders, are merchants.
You have oome herd to trade ‘you have
not 001116 here to turn anything out of
the way without payment for it,; Wpen
a man has a possession that he values,
and another party oomes to buy it, he
brings with him such good things as he
wishes to purchase it with. . My friends,
what way you can do the best to five.
My people who are here before yon are
precisely the same. I see that my
mends before me are men of age and
do. I infer from it that ypa are here to
consider well xihat shaft wiRood for toy
people for a long time to oome. I think
each of you has selected somewhere a
good piece of land for himself, with the
intention to live on it, that he may raise
his children. My people are not differ-
ent They also five upon the earth and
the things that come fo tnem from above.
We have the same though te and desires
in that respect that whjUfpeorie have.
This is the country where they were
born, where they have acquired all their
property, their children, and their
horses. You have oome here to buy this
country of us, and it would be well if
you would come with the goods you pro-
pose to give us, and to put out your hand
so that we can see the good price you pro-
pose to pay for it Then our hearts
would be glad. My people have grown
up together with these white men, who
have marriod into our tribe. A great
many of us have learned to speak their
language, and our children are with
them in our school, and we want to be
considered all one people with them.
My friends, when you go back to the
Great Father, I wish you to tell him to
send us goods. Send u& yokes of oxen,
and give us wagons, so that we can earn
money by hauling goods from the rail-
road. This seems to me to be a very
hard day. Half pur country is at war,
and we nave come upon very difficult
times. This war did not spring up here
in our land. It was brought upon us by
the children of the Great Father, who
came to take our land from ns without
price, and who do a great many evil
things. The Great Famer and his chil-
dren are to blame for this trouble. We
have here a storehouse to hold our pro-
visions, but the Great Father sends us
very little provisions to put in our store-
house, and when our people become dis-
pleased with our provisions and have
gone north to hunt, the children of the
Great Father are fighting them. It has
been our wish to live here peaceably, but*
the Great Father Has filled it with sol-
diers, who think only of onr death.
Some of our people wfio have gone from
here in order that they may have a
change, and others who have gone north
to hunt, havw been attacked by the sol-
diers ffbm this direction, and when they
have got northlhey have been attacked
by the soldiers from the other direction;
and now, when they are willing to come
back, the soldiers stand between them,
and keep them from coming home. It
seems to me there is a better way than
this. When people oome to trouble, it
is better for both parties to come to-
gether without arms, talk it over, and
find some peaceful way to settle it. You
have mentioned to me two countries.
The Missouri river country I know.
When we were there we had a great deal
of trouble. I left hundreds of my peo-
ple buried there. The other country I
have never seen, but I agree to look at
it with fifty of my young men. When
this trouble, commenced, the Great
Father stopped the sale of ammonition,
which has caused great suffering among
my people, notwithstanding we are all
sincere to do what is good for our
people.
Pipe-Laying in Pennsylvania.
A letter from Harrisburg, Pa., says :
There is a very strong probability of a
war between the railroad monopolies of
this State and the seaboard pipe line,
the enterprise that has been undertaken
by the Pennsylvania Transportation
Company. The railroads have received
for carrying oil between $70, 000, 000 and
$80,000,000, and it is believed that they
will attempt to prevent the laying of the
pipes along and under the tracks, em-
ploying an armed force if necessary.
Tiie contracts for the pipe through’
which oil is to flow to the seaboard have
been given out. The line will have a
capacity equal to one-fourth the present
production, or about 30,000 barrels a
day. Mr. Henry Harley, President of
the Pennsylvania Transportation Com-
pany, says that it is proposed to borrow
from manufacturers the entire capital
for the project, and $200,000 more, the
$200,000 to be expended in paying the
debt that the existing company is unable
to pay. The company will require 286
miles of four-inch pipe. The work is to
be completed by the 1st of December
next _ .
Success of the Centennial.
The Centennial Exhibition will, judg-
ing from present indications, prove to
be the most successful of any interna-
tional exhibition. Last Saturday was
the 115th day. At that time 4,071,313
paying visitors had been present The
Vienna Exhibition was open 186 days,
and the total number of paying visitors
only reached 3,492,622. The Vienna
proceeds at the gate were $994,025.25,
while at Philadelphia, on Saturday, $1,-
884,534 had already becu ..uoeived— a
sum nearly double the Vienna income.
The non-paying visitors at the Centen-
nial Exhibition down to Friday last num-
bered 1,368.609, making a total attend-
ance of 5,439,822 in the 115 days. At
London, in 1851, there were 6,039,195
visitors in 141 days ; in 1862, 6,211,103
On® sunny d»y Lot® <
as unuiyK
'aris ware $2,208,675. The receipts at
Philadelphia already approximate this
sum, and there qtill remain thirty-one
exhibition days.— Afew York Tribune.
Prof. Huxley on Evolution.
Prof. Hailey, the distinguished Eng-
lish scientist has just delivered a series
of lectures m New York on “ The Direct
Evidence of Evolution. ” The following
are the closing words of the last lecture
of the seriee : .
“When 'an inductive hypothesis is
onstrated by facta in entire accord-
with it, and such as might havoi
u reached by deductive processes, it
is firmly established ; if the doctrine of
evolution has not been fully established
firml  as fad in the way that the Co-
system has been demonstrated
the possibility of cavil, nothing
ever been or ever can be proved.
The only escape is to say that all these
different forms were created separately
and at separate epochs, a belief which
can never be demonstrated fad is not
supported by any other evidence or pre-
tended eviaenoft The time will oome
when snob endeavors to escape the con-
clusion will be looked npon as are the
views of those not yet wholly extinct
Writers who hold that fossils are no indi-
cations of animals, but either the sports
of nature or, as has been recently
gravely asserted, special creations to
test our faith. All evidence favors evo-
lution, and there is none against it, To
the uninformed it seems an insuperable
objection that geologists, astronomers,
and physicists say that not sufficient
time has elapsed since the earth grew
cool enough to support life for all these
changes of form. Ws look to the geolo-
gist and physicist for information in re-
gard to the time necessary for the pro-
duction of these forms, the existence of
which we absolntely know. Let them
set the time ; with that we nave nothing
to do. There is no foundation for the
assertion that evolutionists demand an
impossible time ; the biologist has no
way to judge of time ; he takes his facte
from the geologist, who tells how long it
took to lay the rooky deposits. If he
says 500,000,000 years, we suppose he
has good grounds for saying so, and so
long it took for the development ; if he
says 15,000,000 years, that was the time
in which evolution performed its work.
Suppose Sir William Thompson says
that life could not have existed at such
or such a time ; evolutionists will tell
him to discuss that question with the
geologists— we take what they say ; it
does not concern us. : ‘ 1 1
“I have now,” said Prof. Huxley,
“reached the conclusion of my task.
My purpose has not b&en to enable the
unreading to leave this hall in a condi-
tion to decide as to the validity or in-
validity of evolution, but to put before
yon the principles and facte for judging
that hypothesis, and to show you the
value of its evidence and ito cogency.
To accomplish this end I have not hesi-
tated to take you as students through ar-
guments which sometimes must have
tried your patience, or to inflict upon
you details that cannot be avoided. I
rejoice to have done you the greatest
service in my power, if I have convinced
you that so great a question is not to be
dealt with in rhetorical flourishes and
loose talk, but deserves the keenest at-
tention of the trained intellect and ob-
servation. When I began I did not
think it necessary to form a prologue as
a stranger, for I have met so many
friends in this country that to do so would
have been out of place.”
Singular Scene at an Execotion.
Eighmey, the Oak’s Corner murderer,
danced when the shackles wore removed
from him on Sent. 14, the night before
the execution. On the scaffold at Corn-
ing he appeared with a bouquet in his
left hand, and noticed in the jail-yard
B. F. Webster, who had applied for a
ticket of admission. When the Sheriff
asked him if he had aught to say, he
beckoned to Webster, who came forward,
umbrella and hat in hand. Thomur-
“ Mf. Webattr* the ?nly ‘glow/
* - * ing ~ -
LOVE AND MISCHIEF.









me to thisii; _____ _
talked to me, and now I have to suffer
the penalty and yon go free. You know
what I say is the truth. Alfays think
of it. That is all I have to say.” Web-
ster attempted to reply, but the Sheriff
refused to allow him.— Ac w York Trib-
Ariown • rocjr path forbidden,
WPW* MiftohM deep inteabtfelUG 3 fi .
For MlRoKlefa aid, iSTt be ahoold mother
" You little demon, let me out.
Or XU reppri you to my wothw."
Bftid Mlaoblef, *< I’M not aet yon tree
Unleaa yon ahare your j>ower with me, •
And Rtre of etery heart you gain,
One-balf to joy and half to pain.”
Love atrugglrd, nut in eta, *lak 1
it He wai not born to prove a< martyr, . •.
And, *ad to tell ! it came to paaa
*• He gave in to tha little Tartar. * i .! mo v
Ldveflew to Venue in a pAti1 ,'1 i '
And cried, when ho had told hie etory:
“0. Queen of Beauty, never let
That little Imp wear half my tftory.* - (| f
The goddeae with a look aedate, . *
•Replied, »• ! cannot alter fair ' ;
Bat yon ahall omquer etUl, my boy,  „
111 make love’e pain more tweet than Joy.”
—8oribntr'» Magaxin$.r | /, n M
Pith and Point.
A man can’t travel into a woman’s
affections by getting on her train.
Wit is the boomerong that strikes fad
graciously returns to the hand. Sarcasm
Is the envenomed shaft that sticks in ths
victim’s gizzard. v a i - t •
Of the great Italian writers, it is gen-
erally conceded that Boccaccio lived in
clover, and Dante in fern, oh 1— Cbm-
meroial Advertiser.
“What is the worst side of naval
warfare?” asked a school-teacher. “The
broadside,” replied the Boy in the back
seat. He went ftp head.
A corrksfohdznt says “the head
oook at the Ocean House, Newport, gets
$800 per month;” but we are not told
what kind of heads he cooks.
Sprisgs’ wife woke him up at 8 o’clock
in the morning to say that she had de-
cided, on the whole, to have a dark
green suit and a green velvet bonnet this
winter.
An old baohelor having been laughed
at by a party of pretty girls, told them:
“You are email potatoes!” “We may
bo small potatoes,” said one of them,
“but we are sweet ones,” '
Fifty cents a “swear ” is the fine for
swearing in Freehold, N. J. After a
Freehold editor is bored half an hour by
a lightning-rod agent ho slips on his
coat, harries outside the limits of the
town, saves $10,000 in ton minutes, and
returns feeling greatly relieved.
• When a dog barks at night in japan
the owner is arrested and sentonoea to
work a year for the neighbors that were
disturbed. The dog gets off easier, be-
ing simply killed. Our enlightened
country has still many things to learn
from that more favored but lees civilized
people.
The following are some of the rhymes-
in Browning’s new poem: “Girds”
and “work ill;” “was hard,” “haz-
ard;” “whitewashed sides of it.” “far
and wide so fit;” “grunt is’t,” “con-
trapuntist;” “proven,” “Bethoven;”-
“my house,” “pious;” “pontiff,”
“ won’t if “ lamdas,” “ d-d ass.”
“ How much will you new school-
books cost, Johnny!” says father.
( J ohuny calculates to himself, sotto voce).
“Lemme see; 62 cents for the singing-
book, 75 cents for a now ’rithmetio, $1.25
for a new ‘joggraphy,’ 25 oente for a
hookey, harf a dollar for a new bat, and
a quarter for candy.” Then oat aloud
says, <Vbout$4) pal”
Dead bhating, as it is called, ought
to be abolished. It is a nuissnoe. It
was once reproved by a certain “mine
host” in this wise; A preacher desired
that a redaction should be made from
his board-bill on account of Us ** doth.”
The host replied: “Friend, I have
observed thee. Thou hast eaten as a
sinner, and thou must pay as^ einner.”
A small boy was so unfortunate as to
remark at the breakfast-table, the other
morning, “Oh, dearl I’m so sweaty,”
quite to the horror of a youthful aunt
Being reproved iot the use of so inele-
gant a term, he replied, “Oh, yea; I
know all about it They talk ot a horse
as being ‘ sweaty ;’ when it’s a man ho






An Appleton (Me.) miser died
igo, and there have n
secreted on the premises sums of money
in coin amounting to over $8,000. He
and his wife were both very stingy in
money matters. He first saw hiiTwife
in a store trying to drive a very sharp
trade with the merchant, and discover-
ing such a shrewd business tact that he
said to himself, “That is the girl for
me,” and immediately commenced cul-
tivating an intimacy with her that re-
sulted m a marriage union of their ef-
forts to get and hoard their earnings.
It is said that in their marriage contract
many stipulations were made and agreed
to on both sides, one of which was
“never to boil any meat that could be
fried.” . , ,r ,
Cost of the Hell Gate Improvements.
Following are the different appropri
ations made by Congress for the Hell
Gate and East river improvements :
— ...... tW8.w
...........
foul ....... ............ . . .......... $1,940,00
The total amount expended by Gen.
Newton up to Aug. 1, 1876, was $1,686, -
841.45. Tue estimated cost of complet-
ing the entire work of improving Hell




The Philadelphia Bulletin does this
sort of thing by the column: “Miss
Honne, of the opera troupe, had quite
an ovation, the other night, as she
warbled her lays at the Academy.
Brignoli, the Nestor of the company,
was delighted to have her ohant-a-olear
note, and the manager oaokleatod that
she was the suoceas of the season and
would pullet through.”
A wealthy Bostonian died recently
and left all his property to his wife on
condition that she married again within
eighteen months. A friend of his who
knew of his purpose previous to his
death said to him: “ I should think you
would dislike the idea of another man
enjoying your money.” “ He would not
be likely to enjoy it much under the
circumstances,” was the reply.
ThebbIs a play called “Pique,” of
which the Utica (N. Y.) Herald says :
“ They went to the theater last night
and were happy. But they quarreled all
the way home— Horace insisting that
the name of the piece was pronounced
‘Pike,’ while sue knew it was ‘ Pe-
kay,’ and she had a dress of that arti-
cle. The policeman who heard them
making up at the gate didn't ’peek.' ”
, Last Sunday morning a prominent
Brooklyn clergyman, who had just re-
turned from his vacation, wishing to
announce that the regular evening
services would be .resumed, and having
a conscientions purpose to forestall any
disappointment to members of his dock
who might be cherishing expectations,
gave out the notice with the ‘Kilo wing
comment: “As I have not Wn to
Europe, nor to the Centennial, nor to
any other place worth mentioning. I
shall preach the gospel” 4< ; , .
The ̂ Dartmoltith College Sophomores
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THE OAXTAIW.
They call this a “tMne" presidential
canvass; and there is certainly no great
noise or excitement about It I hope Mr.
Gay, in laying out the plan of the last vol-
ume of “Bryant’s History of the United
States,” will not think it beneath the “dig-
nity of history” to give his readers some
details of the wonderful manner in which
the politicians used to amuse and muse
the people in presidential years. He may
rely upon it, that yre shall never again be
kindled to enthusiasm by those simple
old methods.
Let him overhaul the New Orleans
newspapers of January 9th, 1828, and
fell bis readers how General Jackson, can-
didate for the presidency, was “raceived"
in that city the day before; which was the
anniversary of the famous battle of 1815.
A mighty fleet of steamboats escorted him
—a long procession of 'those huge vessels
I have always cherished the hope that
wken'thc spoils system has passed away,
and nothing is to be won by politics ereept
honor, young men of the highest character
will i^aln be proud to servo their party
and tfelr country in politics. There ought
to be, at this moment, five thousand patri-
otic educated men on the stump, serving
voluntarily and winning votes by manly
and sincere appeals to the good sense of
their neighbors. The topics are high and
noble, worthy of the best minds ever form-
ed: a proper civil service, justice to our
white brethren of the South, and a cur-
rency system that will not break down
Just when we want it moat. But, I sup-
pose, if any young fellow, full of patriotic
Are, were to address his fellow citizens on
any of these subjects, he might expect to
renew the experience of the late William
H. Fry, of The Tribune, when he first
spoke at a polltical'meetlng.
“ What are you after ?” asked a politician.
“What do you mean?” inquired the in-
experienced youth.
“I mean, what office do you want?”
“1 don’t want any office.”
IPEOIPLE’S
Dry-Goods Store.
No. 18 Monroe Street.
OBANDBAPIDS, Xich.
This hotute In Juft opening a fall line of
Dry -Goods,
And arc without exception the cheapest lot ever
offered for sale In the West.
One trial will satisfy the
most Skeptical.
Also a Full Line of Notions.
which then nayigated The Father of
Waters. First came two of the largest
steamboats on the river, lashed together,
carrying the veterans of two wars; then
the Pocahontas, on the upper deck of
which stood the general, bare-headed, vis-
ible to the deuse multitudes that covered
both banks of the swift and turbid stream ;
then a line of eighteen large steamboats
filled with passengers. At a signal, a salvo
of artillery saluted the guest, which was
replied to by cannons on board the vessels,
so that the fleet was almost lost to view in
the smoke. Theie was a round of festivi-
ty that lasted four days, at the end of
which the general re-embarked and was
escorted on his way up the river.
There is nothing of this kind in these
degenerate days; not so much as a hickory
tree raised aloft, nor a log-cabin carried
on wheels across the country; nor a bar-
rel of cider tapped for a thirsty crowd.
Where is that band of sixty musicians
which celebrated— or “ratified”— the nom-
ination of General McClellan, in Union
Square, playing under a superb canopy of
bunting, and illuminated by the finest dis-
play of fireworks ever seen in New York?
Those were times when a lad out of work
could be sure of his nightly half dollar for
only carrying a torch in a procession,
which was an easier way of living than
going to the war to be shot.
Instead of such lively scenes as these,
we have a few young men, here and there,
in upper rooms, folding documents, mak-
ing up packets of “editorial” for country
newspapers, and preparing all sorts of
printed matter for the illumination of the
voters’ mind. The public meetings, too,
appear tJ be conducted, for the most part,
by orators who are paid so much a night
for their services.
There are those who tell us that this
change in the methods of electioneering
indicates a general indifierence as to the
result of the election. The time heu passed
when votes could be won by telling peo-
ple that if John Smith was not elected,
pork would fall below two dollars a bar-
rel, and com would only have value as
fuel. Roman candles and sky-rockets still
have their admirers, but they have ceased
to be valued for the light they were sup-
posed to throw upon presidential issues.
Thofce things were alwHys paid for by men
who meant to get their money back after
the election, and even that exhibition of
General Jackson at New Orleans was a
device of New York politicians, and was
paid for, in part, by them.
At present, however, with both parties
talking civil service reform, and profess-
ing to agree that offices are not the proper
“spoils” of political victory, there is not
that abundant flow of cash which used to
be available for fire works, log-cabins,
wide-awake clubs, and torch-light proces-
sions. A. Boston firm advertises a patent
improved torch, warranted not to go out
in the stiffest breeze, but there does not
appear to be much movement in the ar-
ticle. General Butler informs the public
that bunting is in good demand during
presidential years. Most of the flags, how.
ever, that I see flung to the . breeze have
the aspect of flags that have been flung to
a good many breezes, and occasionally left
out in the rain all night.
Observers will, perhaps, mark with re-
gret one difference between this campaign
and previous ones. Formerly, besides
the work done by politicians, there was a
great deal of voluntary effort. Within the
memory of living men. it was a high and
coveted distinction in New York, among
young men ot respectable families, to be
a member of the “ward committee” of
their party; and he who had been honored
by an election to such a post, was proud
au(l happy to spend his evenings in politi-
cal work for many weeks before an impor-
tant election. It was a^ much an honor
to be a member of a ward committee, fifty
years ago in New York, as it now is to
hold a commission in the Seventh or Twen-
ty Second regiment. So I have been as-
sured by aged merchants who once served
upon such committeea. When the spoils
system came in, in 1829, under Jackson,
politics began to decline in credit, and
kept on declining until political distinc-
tions ceased to confer honor.
“ No office? Then what the deuce did
you speak for!”
This bad period of our politics draws
near its end; and, indeed, at this very
hour, a larger number of people than ever
before are seriously, and in a disinterested
spirit superior to party, considering the
question,. “How shall I vote?” The pres-
ent canvass has more thought in it, and
less passion, than any other that I cun re-
member.— Jumcs Parton.
The following were the arrivals at the
Phoenix for the week ending Thursday,
Sept. 28: M Osgood, Coloma; A King,
city; J Kniehts, Ionia; Mrs J Spencer,
II G Tenekinch, F Hundee, Muskegon; It
A Loveland, J W Osborn, C Peuterson,
Mack Vonderhili, Chicago; H B Clark,
New Buffalo; C B Chemler, F W Hastings,
J W M Shipman, Grand Rapids; It F Sail
ford, Cleveland, 0; A S White & wife,
D S Garvin & daughter, Hastings; T E
Dran, Muskegon; F Palmer, Newaygo; H
C Pomeroy, E Barber, J M Eamans, J B
Belmont, F Ramsey, Chicago; H A Tracy,
Gr Haven; M Brown, Muikegon; D Fuller,
St. Joe; J L Righter, C H Hill Hartford;
John Rust, New Buffalo; W B Dutton,
Berlin; C I) Wurz. St Charles; Geo VV
Willard, Frank Miller, E J Harrington A
wife, Chicago; 8 S Dodge, A R Wheeler &
wife, Niles; C A Hunton & lady, Muske-
gon; G C Kimbat, Grand Rapids; F Hen-
dee, St Joe; H T Ray, Waterville; D D
Davis, Allegan; H D Fisher, E Elutsed,
G H Ambrose, A J Mosher, J BChumben,
J R Wilscn, E G Field, W Batchelor, Chi
cago; I) McDeimid, M D Hitchcock, S N
Ells, S A Brown, Gr Rapids; H P John-
ston, Mr Nichols J Lovetund, Muskegon;
J W Jagger, St Paul, Minn; H 81mm, Bru-
ona; A W South worth, Lockport, N Y;
G C Kimball, R R Supt; C F Adunn, Bos-
ton; J M Laisaley, Wheeling, Va; H Clark,
Syracuse, NY; D C DeLamater, Detroit;
A Mantlng, Holland; C S Miller Pent-
water; H H Worde, Benton Harbor; Wm
Whipple, Hudsonville; 8 N Edie, Mrs
Gilbert, Gr Rapids; Mrs A P Briton. Fruit-
port; E W Alekander, A E Sbacleo, E
Kellogg, Mrs Brard, W L Edmonds, Chi-
cago; F Handee, St Joseph; H Ford, Ban-
gor; S B Barker, Clyde; W M Weston,
Milwaukee; G M Mathew?, Paw Paw; F
Nutter, E L Andrews, Pier Cove; P Mc-
Kinnon, Fenvllle: G W Dalton, Hamctte;
R Hayer, Oswego; R J Macdonarch, Mus-
kegon; C Pardo w, Kalamazoo; W H Brad-
ley, Maine; W C Romein, Benton Harbor;
E Potter, of L & M S R R.
Truth Will Succked.— This fact needs
no new proof, but it has been one in the
success of D. B. DeLand & Co s Ile*t
Chemiail Sakratu*. Since it has been in-
troduced we see it taking the place of most
other kinds in the market. Would a bogus
article do this?




Great Slaughter in our Midst.
The cash store has been removed from
D. Bert sell’s building to E.J. Harrington’s,
where goods will lie sold cheaper than ever
before in this city, consisting of Dry Goods,
Boots and Shoes, Crockery, Glassware, &c.
Call and see for yourself.
___ E. J. Harrington.
W. & H. ELFERDINK’S
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland, - - - Michigan.
The above firm make a ipecialty of custom work
Guarantee satisfaction. Their prices are low
enough to compete with any honse In the cltr.
They keep constantly oi hand a choice variety of
Ladle* and Children shoos and gaiters.
Repairing neatly done and at
Short Notice*
M-ly _ w. A H. ELFERDINK.
Grand Central
Dining Hall,
58 & 55 PEARL STREET,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Brnldut, 23c i Dm, 25c i Supper 25c.
The finest dining room in the State. Gen-
tleman J>ring vour families and friends
to the GRAND CENTRAL. '„ J>. PERRY, Supt.
GUARD Rapids, Oct. 7, 1870. 34-4w
HSnETW
Meat Market.
No. 76, Eighth St.
The undersigned have opened a Meat Market in
S'.ulters’ Store, two doors East of L. T. Kanters’
Book Store, where they will keep constantly on
hand a choice assortment or fresh and salted meats
Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing else belonging to there line of
buslnesi. By promptness and fair dealing we will
endeavor to establish ourselves and Invoke the
well wishes of the community at large.
'Come and Give us a Trial
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25, 1870.
f J. Van dkn Berg,
Peter Braam.
JUST RECEIVED






Feathers & Feather Beds.
— also —
A beautiful assortment of
Baby Carriages, Ac.
At Greatly Pednced Prices
— AT-—
J. M, Reidsema & Son.
Soots and Shoos.
A new stock of Goods has just been opened, and
we can state to the Pobllc that It has beeu“
bought expressly for this season of the year.
It is of the Latest Styles of
Ladies, ̂  Gents,Youths, Misses
AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.
Our intention is to offer these goods at low
price, und we request the trading public to call and
examine.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
imim SOKE ON SEOKT NOTICE1
Cash Paid for Hides
L. SPRIET8MA & SON
Holland, February 26, 1874.
-fccl-ly
F.SLOOTER
Hereby Informs the public that In his large
store on the corner of Fish and 8th street, opposite
Haverkate’s Hardware Store, where 1 will con-
rtantly ktep on hand o full stock of
Flour, Feed, Groceries
and Produce.
Which I will sell at
LOW PRICES For CASH Only.
I will also take Butter and Eggs in Ex-
change for our goods. Goods will be
delivered inside of the City Limits
free of charge.
CASH FOR COM and OATS.
F. 8LOOTER
CROCKERY!
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A' liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
g. J. vaarwekk.
Holland, Mich., SepulO, 1875.
If you wish to sec a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade, go
and call at the store of • Hi'-I:
DUURSEMA & KOFFERS,
DEALERS IN
Dry Goods, Notions and Trimmings
Furnishing Goods,' Hats & Caps,
Clothing, Groceries,
Crockery, Flour & Feed,
- Stoneware, Provisions etc
RIVER STREET. - - - HOLLAND, MIOH
We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
W AUSTTEID.
. kvej'vthing in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
A* Family Knitting Machine!
Now attracting univeraal attention by Ita aston-
ishing performancea and Itn great practical value
for every day family use. It knits every possible
variety of plain or fancy work
With almost Magical speed,
and elves perfect shape and finish to all garments.
It will knit a pair ef locks la fiftttn nlantti 1 Every
machine WAJMANTED perfect, and to do }u«t
what ii represented. A complete instruction book
accompanies each machine.
No. 1 Family Machine, 1 cylinder, 72 needles, |30.
No. 8 ** •* 2 *• 72*100 “ $40.
A sample machine will he sent to any part of the
United btatea or Ganada. (where we have no agent),
express chargee pre paid, on receipt of the price.
Agents wanted in every State, Connty, Citv and
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will b«
made.
Address, Bickford Knitting Machini Mro. Co.
6.1&-ly Sole Manufacturers, Brittlebcro, Vt.
DeFeyter Bro s,
DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds
of Wood Produce.
- — l^'
We have pnt up In our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two miles West of the white school-house on
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
which is now in good running order, and can sene
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
same wherever wanted.
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Uur facilities for getting out deck planks and
any kind of ship timber are uneqnaled.
All bills will be filled promptly and with des-
patch, and a fairdealing can be relied upon. Cus-
tom sawing done at bottom figure*.
All kinds of Farm Prodncta. taken in pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood. Bark and Rail-
road Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any or the docks along Black
Lake.
Holland, Mich., March 12, 1875. 4-tf
I. P. THIBOUT,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
Has removed his business to
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
79 Monroe Street.
Will be pleased to sec all his old friends nndcus-
tomers that require anything In the clothing line.
We make, cut and trim to order anything In our
line according to the latest styles, and for the low-
est possible prices.
Repairing Neatly Done.
GIVE US A TRIAL.
5.18 I. P. THIBOUT.
CITY HOTEL,
HOLLAND, MICK,
I --- tta'w auAAWLAAiVCO mu I UUIU lllal DO
make this House
The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and
elegant furniture.
Office on First Floor.
For the convenience of Commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample
room hag been fitted up on the
ground floor. Livery conced-
ed with the Hotel.




The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply ihelr coatomera with all kinds
of Meat* and Sansagea. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haveikate A
Son’s Hardware Store.


































































1875. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1876.
Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,
Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks, and
Cloaking, Spring and Summer Shawls,
Parasols, Fans, and Kid Gloves.
Hats for 50 Cents and Upward.
AU the latest styles in Ties, Ruchings, Collars and Cuffs, and a full assortment of
Edgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs, Germantown Wool and Canvas.
Gall and Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.. » 9 .... * v
Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick & Co’s Patterns of Gar-
ments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.
E. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
“ - - HOLLAND, MIC**EIGHTH STREET
IfottlUjl*.
"j
Have you paid for your paper?
Five weeks more and all ihe campaign
agonies will he over.
Don’t fall to read what Dr. Aikin haa
to tell a suffering people.
/^ue Penobscot Indians, to the number
Vp^SQO. are attending the Centennial.
Du. Van Raaite still remains a sufferer,
and apparently gradually declining.
The hum of the pensive mosquito is be-
coming more and more faint nightly.
Kbv. J. De Spelder is in town to attend
the fall session of the Classisof Michigan.
The schooner Kate Howard is being
hauled out at Anderson's ship yard to be
calked.
The farmers have got through putting
in wheat. - — ------
The weather during the past week has
been cold and stormy.
Montgomkby Blair is writing a life of
Andrew Jackson.
Each pupil in the Pittsburgh schools
costs the city $119.
— --- —  i -- — - —
iIahhIson county, Texas, is developing Ik reports are true, business is picking
as a tobacco growing section. . 1 • -
Business was livelier this week in Grand
Rapids than we have seen it for four
months.
The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher’s lec-
tures in Canada have been given before
Immense audiences.
The Democrats held a meeting on Fri-
day evening of lust week and were ad-
dressed by G. Van Schelven, Esq.
Mu. Nathan Albee was seriously injured
under a tree at Pigeon Creek yesterday.
We did not learn any particulars.
It is rumored on the street that Mr. C. P.
Becker had one of his ribs broken on
Tuesday last, by accident, in his gristmill.
Wk are informed that the prospects are
good for considerable business in the ship
yards at Saugatuck during the coming
winter.
Capt. Uphum will rebuild the Fanny
phiiver next winter in Saugatuck.
The outlook for the fall and winter
trade at Quincy, HI., is encouraging.
Those of our subscribers who wish to
pay us in wood will please fetch it on.
Carl Schurz passed last Sunday with
Governor Hayes at his house in Columbus,
Ohio.
Georrk and Paul Steketee started on a
Centennial tour on Tuesday last from
Grand Rapids.
The Allen steamship, Canadian, has
been wrecked, hut the crew and passen-
gers were saved.
If nothing is done to our harbor this
fall, we will have to do our shipping by
canoes next summer. Where is our Citi-
zens Association?
Miss Ame F. Gebhard started last Tues-
day on a tour to Philadelphia, and intends
to visit her relatives and numerous friends
in the Eastern States.
Messrs. W. Wakker, J. Alberti and 8.
Sprletsma broke away from their arduous
labors to go sight-seeing in Philadelphia.
Don’t fall to see the guerilla!
The Republicans held a meeting on
Wednesday evening last and were ad-
dressed by E. Smils, Esq.
Rkv. Wm. M. Co pel In, formerly from |
Buchanan, Mich., has arrived and taken
charge of the M. E. Church here.
The schooner J. L. Higgle has been
chartered to take deah from Manistee,
Mich., to Quebec, for $800 in gold.
- - •«»» " —
/T he Madison House at Grand Haven
'owned by Henry Balgooijen, was burned
on Wednesday morning of last week.^ -- -
An error slipped into the City Ordinance
published in our two previous issues, plac-
ing the Poor Fund at $2,800-should be
$2,000. - — - N,
'"Apples are so cheap that they are hard'
ly worth the hauling. However, a real
nice good sound apple is scarce, most of
/
V
ft'"1'* OWUIIVI U^|»IU I
the apples being wormy.
up iu the Eastern States.
Banana culture is becoming an import-
ant industry in California.
In the year 1874 ‘.here were 69,294 Ille-
gitimate births in France.
Spanish liberty of worship is becoming
more and more a myth under Alfonso. •
--- ----
Jab. M. Lane, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
wifi log In the vicinity of Hersey, next
winter. -- -**• - *
The first carload of shingles was shipped
from J. W. Christman’s mill, at Hersey,
Mich., on the 23rd inst.
The Utah immigrants who settled in
Arizona arc dissatisfied with the country ,-
and are returning in large parlies.
Forty-two departments of France re-
port the grain harvest this year as excel-
lent, thirty-nine as middling and five as
poor. -- -
Heald, Avery & Co., Montague, Mich.,
started two logging camps during last
week, one at Alleyton, and the other near
Denver.
0- 0 TO THE
STAR HAT STORE,
NO. 363CANAL STREET.
Grand Rapids, .... Michigan,
FOH, YOUIR,
FURS! FURS!! FURS!!!
They Can’t be beat.
A series of models illustrating in detail
the effects of the cattle plague in the Hoi-
and exhibit, at the Centennial, are of
articular interest.
We understand that Mr. D. Bertsch will
put a stock of goods iu the store just va-
cated by Mr. Dewell, opposite this office.
Further notice hereafter.
The saw-mill of Munroe, Boyce & Co.,
at Grand Haven, Mich., will run this sea-
son as long as th^ weather will permit.
They have a full stock of logs.
The Union Fair at Grand Rapids open-
ed on Tuesday last with 1,800 entries, ......... v ....... ... I4u;iimc8 lo
which will he IncreHsed to 2,000. The show pe., pie for howllUl7cn8h7mXc»n
--
The cash store, whose sign is the red
flag has moved in E. J. Harrington’s store,
where they will have better facilities to
fair promises to be a grand success.
The People’s Dry Goods House, of which
8 D. Jackson is proprietor, seems to take
the lead at present in Grand Rapids. He
sells goods for almost any price, and his
stock is simply immense.
Messrs. Heald & Fairbanks moved their
farming implements to Mr. Heald’s shop
on River street, where they will have all
their business combined and will have
better facilities to wait on their customers.
We cheerfully recommend Perry’s Din-
ing Hall as the finest, the best, the clean-
est and cheapest in the city of Grand Rap-
ids. Its location, under Powers’ Opera
House, is the most central. One call will
satisfy any traveler. Go and see for your-
self.
be bought.— See advertisement.
List of letters remaining In the Post
Office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 5, 1876:
Walter Cummings, Charlie Mitchell, Dell
Smith.
Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
We call the attention of our readers to
the advertisement of W. & fcLEIferdink.
This is the firm where the burglary was
committed a few weeks ago. They have
restocked their store (on River street) better
than ever, and are prepared to compete
with anybody in their line.— See advertise-
ment.
Tim schooner Kate Kelly, ashore at our
harbor is owned by Capt. Rcb’t Hayes
(one-quarter) and C. H. Parker, of Oswego,
and is insured for $10,000-$2,500 in the
Phoenix and $7,500 in the Royal Canadian.
The weather has been so rough since she
was beached that it was deemed impracti-
cable to commence to work to get her off.
The Star Hat Store is at it again. They
offer an assortment of huts and caps in
endless varieties and styles, and have a
supply of furs that is dazzliog-all of
which they offer at lower prices than ever.
While a great many go to Grand Rapids
at this season of the year it may be to their
advantage to go and see them. See their
advertisement.
Our harbor is at present in a precarious
condition. It is very urgent that some-
thing should be done. There is said to be
an unexpended balance somewhere of
$3,000 from previous apprepriations, but
even this is prohibited from being used by
order from the authorities at Washington.
We are evidently no favorites in the eyes
of our “modern Censar.”
Colonel Hardie, of Nortli Carolina, has
been appointed librarian of the House of
Representatives in place of Mr. John M.
Rice, who was removed some weeks ago.
A party of 300 good cooks and 500 house
girls, all English servants, visiting the Cen-
tennial, have been induced to settle in Rich-
mond, Va., where steady employment is
guaranteed.
Silver ore has been found in the neigh-
borhood of Burnett, Texas, which assays
$400 to the ton, besides containing suffl-
cient gold to pay the expense of mining
and reduction.
In the fall of 1874 a Pennsylvania farm-
er buried some apples in the ground, and
they were forgotten. Last fall, while bury-
ing other apples, these were discovered,
and put into a dry cellar, where they have
been kept in a good condition ever since.
The low rate of exchange is bringing
great quantities of foreign gold to the assay
office for conversion into American coin.
Within two days, says a New York paper,
new Russian five ruble pieces to the amount
of $500,000 have gone to the melting pot to
become double eagles. The gold was
purchased at $4 82 to the pound sterling
and will bring $4.86.65.
“Old Abe,” the war eagle of Wisconsin,
continues to attract much attention in
Agricultural Hall. Sitting on his perch
near the fountain, he gazes with supreme
indifference upon the curious crowd that
gather around his keeper. “Old Abe”
himself will not allow the slightest liberty
to he taken with his person. He is main-
tained by the State of Wisconsin, a regular
appropriation being made every year for
this purpose by the Legislature.
DR. AIKIN’S DOUBLE COLUMN.
IR/EAD THUS. IRIEAD at.t.
What is Wealth, or Fame, or Life— Without Health ! !
Dr. Aikin’s Remedial Institute
- FOR THE CURE OF --
(.:II.R0NIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.
ATEI SOCTOI'S LOCATION i)« moft eligible, central andconvenient at
Opposite (above) Rath-
bun Iloueo.57 Monroe-st
And he baa also another entrance atQ1 e«4 between the Library and
W 1 wbu&W&rSb.j Union Ticket Office.
Separate room- for different patients. Call early,
Patient* arriving In the city hould come at once to
*ee the Doctor before attending to other bnalneM.
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 4 p m. Sunday 10 to 9.
DR. AIKIN
Is pre-eminently succcsHfnl In curing cases in hta
(»rcat 8|iccla)tioH, and has many living witnesres who
owe life and health to him, sfier having' given up all
hope of relief. HI* remedies are most infallible,
with marvelous efficacy relieving svmptom* and re-
moving the cause of disease, restoring the vital or-
gans to their natural functions. puriMng and Invig-




A Doctor who Cares.
It ts false economy to suffer from any annoying
disease or symptom, which, from his ability and
success In o many similar cases, you have every
reason u> believe the Doctor can cure. Health Is
cheaper than suffering and funerals. Do not be
JH'I'Icdor Influenced by the envious, jealons or pre-
judiced, but acting on your own beat judgment, call
to fully Investigate and satisfy yourself. No use
to denounce a man who Ukes hopeless cases from
the hands of grrod physicians, and by his superior
skill and Improved remedies restores them at once
to health and life’s enjoyment.
“TOO LA TE! DIED THROUGH NEGLECT!"
In how many cases this can be said of friends or
relatives victims of Consumption or other Insldu-
ous disease, and how sad the reflection that the
timely, skillful treatment to prolong life was neg-
Most families have one or more with life embit-
tered by needless suffering— seldom free ftom pain,
always conscious of disease or disability, yet who
wnte restored to health by the skillful Specialist.
tt2r“K»tabllhed hero In extensive practice since
IBtiw at (St. Louis In '6ft, San Francisco during ’78)
enjoying a \»lde and merited reputation as a most
successful Physlclac, and havlnifthorough qualifi-
cations, insight and aptness for the healing art,
with all the best means and appliances— Instru-
ments and remediea-known to the Profession, a
conjuat successslon of curea still attends Dr.
Aikin s practice, and consequently the number of
his patients is ever on the increase.
DR. MKIN.
THE WELL KNOWN SPECIALIST, NOW PER-
MANENTLY LOCATED IN GRAND
RAPIDS, MICH.
HIS IMPROVED REMEDIES AND TREATMENT
HAVE MADE HIM CELEBRATED FOR
1118 EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
ALL CLASSES OF PA TIE!, TS TREATED
HTODSMfl OF BIS
******* *** taanmaB, L r**




UIH PATH NTS OAIN 10 TO 40 LBS. IN WEIGHT.
Serious, Complicated Diseases, that for
Many years Resist the Treatment of
numerous Physicians, are speedily
Cured by Dr. Aikin.
The Right Doctor at Last.
A sufferer for years tVom dlseaae and bad treat-
from Pain, Weakneaa, Whltea, Ulceration. Sap.
press oo or other dtseaaea, and crag out a mlacr-
able life, when by a little care yon can have the en-
joyment of perfect health. C#“Call or lend atamp
for circular and Important information.
i9 Stirpicul-ture — few, healthy children, or none.
EPILEPSY.
Fita, Chorea, Palay, and all Nervous Affectlona are
enred where other means fall, by Improved remc-
dlea.
DEFORMITIES,
Snrgtcal ptaeasea, Cancera, Tumora, llare-Ltp,
Flatula, Club-Foot, e«., r.medled by the moat ap-
proved methoda, 1
GENTLEMEN!
70mB, KIDDLE - AGED AND OLD KEN
Sufferlhg the aad cflfecta on body and mind of Self-
Abuae, Kxceaaee, Dlseaae, or Defect, whatever
read or doctored in vain, let n t despair or falao
PMgty be your rain bat call or aendat once.
„ K3T The only •«re, rational, lasting cure for
J. E. Higgins got the first' premium at
the Michigan State Fair for bis patent air-
tight butter tub. Mr. Higgins is now ex-
hibiting it at the Grand Rapids fair. That
tub is one of the few inventions that may
be classed as a necessary article, and he is
in daily receipt of large orders for manu-
Opr
VM but tl,.t there I, . fortune in h. A > PPly lhe demand at ,alr Prlces-
Mr. Adam Wagner, candidate for Regis-
ter of Deeds on the Democratic ticket has
declined to accept the nomination. At
the time it was made Mr. Wagner was off
at the Centennial. The fact that in case
of bis election he could not personally at-
tend to all the duties of the office is the
ground upon which his declining is based.
The County Committee have filled the va-
cancy by placing on the ticket Mr. G.
Van Schelven, of this city, former editor
and publisher of the News.
Potatoes are not going to be as dear as
some people imagined. We took some
pains to find out the real situation, and
give it for the benefit of the public. There
are localities where potatoes have done
well throughout; other localities where
jibe late potatoes have almost formed a new
[crop in September, for up to this time we
have had no frost to stop the growth ; other
localities where they are decidedly bad
Takken had a narrow escape on
uesday last. Being in town with a
sprightly young horse, it attempted to run
away Jrom him and succeeded so far as to
smash the vehicle, throw him out and
bruising him considerably. Mr. Takken
was subsequently found
Richard O’Neil, a young married man,
father of two children, was lodged in our
county jail on Friday of last week, charged
with the seduction of Jennie Murphy, aged
17. O Neil, who resides in Qfand Haven
with bis family, was employed cook in
the hotel where Jennie was p|j|Wbermaid.
The two were discharged pmp foe hotel
The receipts from internal revequo for ; „ ruuc™, ,ur j«;ars ,™ u.seue .na oaa treat
'he moDtlisof July and August nre more mj hXt to}
than $<00,000 in excess of those of the same £ ftenUeman etatea: “Dr. Aikin, yon are tight—
months last year, and Commlssinor Raum
believes from the present outlook that the
receipts for the present fiscal year will
amount to nearly $10,000,000 more than the
amount estimated. Here is proof, positive
and tangible, of the general revival of trade
throughout the country, though we hardly
expect it to silence the chronic croakers.
An ingenious Democrat at Catlettsburg,^
Ky., few days ago, on the occasion of
a Tilden and Hendricks pole-raising, fixed
a small box holding a rooster in such a
manner.that the bird could bo raised by
the halliards and on reaching the top of
the pole could be released. The plan i mu u.^n anuuLu uEM'Aiittiiat u afflict-
worked very 8.ti8faclorlly, and the bird [ /SJ
on reaching the halliard pulley got out of I hi* «ncce*fu! mode of treatment,
BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!
~ , — ----------- t Mg
It Is needleis to be $lck. By fotlowinjryoar direc-
tions. after your medicine* had cured me, have
kept perfectly well. I tell everybody of yonr great
success and Improved treatment.”
Another one say*: “Have never felt *o well In
my life an when under your care and since your
curing me."
A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
A lady writes to Dr. Aikin: “I am ao »oon and
easily well by your treatment that my faith In
you fa unbounded and shall recommend von to all
my frlenda aa a moat reliable phyalclan,'’
"Must have help, or die, or go Insane, I conclu-
ded, wrltea a man of », in poor health for yeara,
who. after a short treatment by Dr Atkin, further
iitatea: "Your remedies are having a remarkable
’•ffuct. I can at cep better, am galntmr fleah, and
. r?Pr0T*n« ,n reapecta”
Dll. AIKIN haa given the public anffleient evi-
dence to convince the moat akeptlcal and incre-
duloua that hia method of treatment la peculiarly
aucceaaful In every department of hia Great Spec!-
i in ’ e,P€Cl*hJf “Uch caws* *• have dolled the
• — T • --- .Mk.wuua aa r uiim v iq IU
permatorrhaa Seminal Weakneaa, N*rvoas De
^tty, Impotence, etc. No qnackery or deception
Frletidly advice and reliable aid. It la well known
that Dr. A, alwaya effect* a cure. Ilia treatment
includes all— you need never look elaewhere.
Thoae abont to many ahonld not fall to conault him .
quickest, mud remedies for all private die
cele, etc., radically enred. No merenry n»ed. Prl-
.rr»“P5r ."ppC0*
While many Innocent vlctlma suffer the terrible
effecta of certain dlieaae* neglected or badly treat
,n Kenefal (they ahould not be In-
rtrocted with these caeca). It la right and proper to
nse plain terraa that the Indlacreet or nnfortunate
jnuy know where to get help, and no offense can be
taken by pure minded peraona— See Titna 1-16.
Good Advice and Good Treatment
Youtha and men who have received irom other*
bad treatment and Immoral advice (reanltlng in
sad conaequencea or terrible dlaeaaea), will And u
trne friend in Ur. Aikin, whose counsel and rime*
weH being*0 ̂  * UP0° f°r theIr mor,‘, 11,1 pby,Iwl
ST-ST-STUTTERING !
Stammering, and Impedimenta In ape* cb that dally
kVex »nd mortify, and make one a laugh-
!!{* through life, permanently cured by n
sciuntlflc, rational and practical method.
. . ac^f/ and Agne, cured by one dose.
Antldoua lor Opium, Tobacco and Liquor Habits.
auppfSl !SUPP0^te^“, preveot,v‘!•' tyringea, etc.,
CONFIDENTIAL!
n.5,Vi!r3JPtt,S^(?,lher sex) ““7 rree!j "late all
particulars of their case to Dr. Aikin, either In per-
son or by letter, reposing to his trust any delicate,
personal, or family matter, andean always rely np-
on the strictest coufldehce and secrecy.
tAT DR. AIKIN ffuaranfm bttUr. tafer trtat
ment (and for Un money] in all Special Cant than
canbehad.lHXDhere. fielaeuBlIy accessible Irom
all points.
THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
Consultation Free, lerrns always Reasonable.
Come prepared to arrange needful, thorongh treat -
ment BatOf action Quarantsed to Att. Medicines
furnished. Patients visited, in city, or any dis-
tance, In aerlona cases
No Excuse for Ton.
kill of other and Justly celebrated’ physicians^
enco NO ONE SHOU D D SPAIR that Is lt
RHKSx' — by somebody
name un nown to us) in an insensible |for occupying the lamp roow,*whereuDon
„d „ »u„ „ „„
Ovenjssel, comparatively well.
living as man and wife whe^ dfepvered
by Sheriff Wolttnan. Jenolo^moth
swore out a warrant against (VlfrU,
WA.VTPni , ------ has taken her daughter home ?
WANTED— A good girl to do house -- - -  -------- - --
office! 800d WafiC9 Pald' En(|nlre at ,llls ' Fo» tlie stylo of Domewle Pat
the box, perched on the top of the pole and
crowed lustily, to the great delight of the
crowd.
A pilot going asleep at the wheel on ,
Hudson River boat last week, was sudden-
ly awakened by the crash of the boat run-
ning high on a rock. It was ‘night and
the consternation was frightful, the passen-
gers rushing from one side to -the other,
the ladies screaming and fainting; sudden-
frightened out of their slumbers the
ass rushed pell-mell regardless of dress
or sex. The officers were prompt in re-
ring order, however, and no lives were
lost The passengers were all taken off by
following boat and taken to their desti-
nations. The boat was lifted off the lock
on the day following, and it was presumed
that the damage sustained would not he









terns call at D. Bertsohs.
Fen E. B. Cigars go to L. T. Kanters.
Fob ft new style of hat, the very latest,
the prettiest l^ais, call at D. Bertsch ’s Dry
Good# Store on the corner of River and
EighUt r*"
All Diaesaea and Affections of the Eye and Ear
luccessfully treated by mild remedies. Cross
9>yes Straightened. Artificial Eves Insetted that
ook natural. No pain.
CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,
Asthma, 1)ronchitia, and all Throat and Lnng
Complaints (which in this country, are the great-
est enemlea to Health and Life) when change of
climate and all else tails, are cured by Dr. Aikln'a
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional Restorative
Treatment.
Lingering or Chronic Diseases,
Scrofula, Rbenmatfrm. Dyspepsia, Piles, Goitre,
Dropsy, Gravel, Constipation, Tape-Worm, Liver
Dtaeasea, etc., ol whatever name or nature, care-
fully diagnosed and skillfully treated.
LADIES!
The Married or Single desiring aid or advice in
any delicate matter relating to health (and beauty)
prevention, and cure ofdeaease, confidently con-
sult the Doctor with the assnrance of safe, quick
enre In all cases, aa be Is doubtless tho most ikiu.
fnl ladles' phyalclan In the world. Do not enffer
cured and kept them well. The fact la, by savin*
drug bills, loas of time, etc., he cores for lo*a than
others.
£2?? 8i,ort 70 BE Miserable.
htV.e Mr,0UB* obstinate d.sea**
or annoying symptoms, no matter how discouraged
^i<n^?i!«*Pp0 nt.®d’K>V,p nM5leM doctoring and
CURED AT HOME.
toms, length of time the disease haa continaed,
promPl|y forwarded, free from
57 Moimt 8t, Suit ElllllS, M
U1C1MBBI: DR. AIKIN la the only quallfteL'
experienced, raliabli Speclallat here; treats hi*,
patients honorably; gives the choicest remedies;
la a regular graduate In medicine; universally
owned the most successful, and la the right oho m
employ In all cases. Envious doctors try to In-
jure him— those In general practice attempt everv
case they can get, thongh unable to woU treo;
special diseases— while never denouncing other B.
D.’s, but sending them famby patients, cm-efcL
courteous, sober, independent. Dr. Aikin devote*
himself wholly to his Bpeciahtlee with triumphait*
success. All the afflicted who come to him will
find the aid they seek,
OTRead this Column and hand to a Friend or
Invalid.
BOOKBINDING!
- The undersigned wlahea to inform hia old friends iSLl! 11 y!>U Wil,b dead. "Dimals. The
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at ®pde^*‘i?ned ''rl,°8® Dluco o! business is dphi
s a. ”puw' by 8""",y n",ir)in« ,ilm
sept. » m A- CU“U- 1 Holland, Au,. “ "Tiy
BY A.®. OOBDOH.
My boy Kree ?
Hr pUyed wld you when you wm » chiloT
You *n’ he
G rowed up Idfether ? Walt ! lemme see !
<A»er ! eolkin look In yerf*ce.
MM’Oeorge’innile!
Lord, love you, Mtrrter!
Dor ’neath dat cyprew towhar Ifce* lay*.
R unburnt an’ grown !
ed me aa not being of the general run
of modern young lauiee— as one peculiar-
y suited to the requirements of your
Mtidious taste. But, sir,, pray be
seated ; the exertion of standing during
his hot weather may be highly deleteri-
ous in your present queitiohaole oondi-
,ion ; and, ah ! —really, you weary me
by olutohiqg the chair so tightly; and
"Mm! am, burned you, wn
1(11 1 fo
Hadn’t you heerd, Marater,
He ’obflBdcd de year dat you went away 7 •
Kreean’yoi^l* |
How de ole tlmee oomee back onet no .
Moor light flehtnV, an’hyare hidewww-
fiqnlrrele an’ jay-blrde up overhead
In de oak- tree* d«lde in* jhlned through.
Here ie me livin’, an' Kwe, he’i dead I
Tears to me atrange, . •
Jiow. when 1 tbiiike on ’em, dow ole year*.
Mae’ George, aometimte de b’illn' tears
rule np my eyea
-Count o’ de mleery now, an’ do change, i
De sun dims, Marater,
fo an ole man when his one buy diet, ,
Did you say “How?^ ' '
Out in de dug-out one moonemiie night
Fiati in' wid your baby brothcr-he*
Wld de curls o' yaller-like streaka o’ light
.An’ de dancin’ big blue eyes. T)^ now.
Kree died f whim— ' < (
An’ yearnin’ tor Km, »•„
De Lord ink him, Marnier:
De green grass klvers ’em both from eight.
Heerd o’ de taleT
Didn’t know Kree waa de one dat drowned
Savin' Maa' Charley t Well, 'twere he.
De chile waxed weaker, his face mo* pule,
Artcr de corpse o’ poor Kree were found ;
Two montni later he went, you see.
God bless you, Mawter,
Sine years has rolled over both onderground.
Worn out an’ gray.
Here I ells wailin’, Mas’ George, alone.
All on We gone—
Marater an' Mlstia, an’ Charley an’ he.
Yon an’ me only U lef’. Boms day,
When you’ve gone back to yer ship on de sea,
I’ll hear him say, •
Jen’ aa he need ter, a-flshin’, ter me ;
“ Daddy, come over P An’ passln’ away
Dat aide de river, again I’ll be
Wid my boy Kree.
Scribner for October.
then I’m afraid lest, in your present
' it be temptedrame of mind, you migh. ___
to annihilate : me. > ’ 1
“By beaten !” he bnrifc tortb, thro*,
iug mmself into a chair, “I verily be-
ievA the seven devils that were cast
out hate taken possession of you this
morning.”
“ Many thanks,” she murmured. If
I were equal to the exertion, I would
sweep yon a courtesy. But since you
have condescended to yield to my re-
quest, listen to my very mild and depre-
catory justification. Well, then, you
say you have been home three days, and
ONE MORNING.
n
A Tale of lieconclliatlon.
A small, pleasantly-famished morn-
ing-room ; long windows opening on the
piazza; closed Venetian ’blinds, that
kept out the heat and dust, and gave a
soft, quiet light to the room ; an open
piano, with music on the rack ; some
pretty pictures on the wall; cool lace
curtains at the windows ; books, papers
and magazines on the tables ; easy cane-
bottomed rocking-dia-rs scattered
around ; a low sofa in the comer ; a
French clock on the mantel, pointing
toward 10 ; a general air of utility about
the whole department— this waa the set-
ting for two figures, one bright summer
morning.
The lady was leaning very lightly back
upon the sofa, with some dainty pre-
tense at work in her lap— a handkerchief
to be embroidered, I believe— her white
fingers occasionally taking a lazy stitch.
Dressed in some white, cool stuff that
fell in graceful folds around her, a dash
of red at her throat, and long, flowing
sleeves, showing her finely-rounded
arm, she made quite a pleasant picture.
She would scarcely have been called
handsome— her features were too irregu-
lar— but she possessed to a marked de-
gree that nameless charm we designate
as “prettiness.” Bine eyes and rip-
pling brown hair, rather a wide fore-
head, a nondescript nose, a good com-
plexion, and a large mouth redeemed by
beautiful teeth, were the main and strik-
ing features. But a mere catalogue of a
person’s features gives about as much
idea of the real living appearance as
piles of brick and mortar of the struc-
ture to be erected.
For all that she leaned back so care-
lessly, and toyed so lazily with her work,
there was a look of annoyance about her
eyes, and her lips were shut tight, in a
way that argued well for a strong tinge
of firmness— obstinacy, her girlfriends
would call it— in her character. Evi-
dently the cause oj that annoyance was
before her— a tall, athletic joung fellow
of about 23, neither positively handsome
nor ugly, yet negatively good-looking ;
dark hair and eyes, and skin burned to a
deep bronze by exposnre to the sun,
woe the main points to be noticed.
Ao^ry, impatient, all but enraged, he
- certainly was. He had been tramping
baokand forth, and at length paused a
few feet from her, his hand grasping the
back o( a chair, and looking down with
admiration plainly struggling with his
provoked feelings.
“Bo, Nell, you are the same willful,
stubborn, obstinate girl you were three
> yoi»?s-ftgo. In return for all my patient
•laMhfulness you seem determined to
thwart and cross me in every thing. It is
unjust of yon, ungrateful, cruel I Here
Pm not home three days, and there hasn’t
been a single solitary instance in which
your ladyship has deigned to see any
thing pleasant, any thing to accord with
your singularly turned mind, in what-
<0ier I may nave advocated. Just so
mue M I prdpOse any thing, you espouse
Hb direct opposite ; if I make even the
Amplest request, you refuse it point-
blank ; and every thing I may happen to
•doh diametrically opposed to what, in
job captious eyes, I ought to. And yet,
all thistime you still love me! Love met
M this is love, I prefer hate— for you
.oortainly could not tortnre me more, nor
tanks me more uncomfortable, were I
jour bitterest foe.”
“And has your highness really done ?”
dm drawled, without looking up, in a
pandlinriy mocking and exasperating
manner. “ If Mr. Arnold has ceased to
desire to tramp up and down the room,
mad lash himself into a frenzy, after the
stover trial manner of caged hyenas, and
U he really bee ponied forth all the vita-
petstive abase he for the moment desires
to, and if he will sit quietly down at a
mrfo distance, and stop chewing his mus-
tache, he may hear of something to his
you'd provoke a saint Are
fll girls like you f *
it you have had quite good opportuni-
Aies to judge. You seem to haveselect-
certainly have made throe requests—
commands, if yon will — which I have
seen fit to refuse; three questions so
manifestly absurd that no one but . your
royal highness could have evolved them
from the depths of his inner conscious-
ness. Prav don’t interrupt or get ex-
cited. Your first request waa that on
the hottest of summer mornings, I
should leave my guests entirely to their
own devices, and take a wild gallop with
you under the fiercest of suns, on a horse
I had never mounted, and which is re-
ported to be a very ugly brute. Result
of mv veto, you go off enraged, and
sulk 'for the greater part of the day.
Last evening you endeavored to per-
suade me to slip quietly away from the
company it was my duty to entertain, to
wander 'with you over the damp grass in
thin boots, at the imminent nsk of a
sore throat; and this morning, with sub-
lime assurance that really does you
credit, you ask me to bundle off my
guests as brusquely and unceremonious-
ly as possible, and with auntie and
your amiable self take a flying cruise on
your yacht. Hoy modest, how unas-
suming, how considerate of others!
How impressed with the demands
of etiquette and proper politeness to
our visitors!”
“ Perdition take tlie visitors !
couraged and helped me 1 For you- 1
have striven ; for you I have become
what I am. Your bright image haa been
ever before me ; your memory has kept
me pure in the midst of every tempta-
tion. Whatever success I may have had
is entirely due to yonr influence. Your
letters were like your old self, willful at
lines, but, on the whole, sweet and de-
ightful. They gave me no hint of the
change I was to find. I returned home
with my heart swelling with pride and
love ; I came to you the verv first mo-
ment^ expecting to find my old, loving,
fveah, bright Nell, and what do I find ?
Imagine my bitter disappointment when,
instead of what I had fondly hoped for,
I see a cold, polished, fashionable ̂to-
man of the world, plunged and absorbed
in the exciting whirl of society — nothing
left of the old, playful, impetuous, inno-
cent girl who won me— seeming to care
nothing of me nor my desires, should
they happen to conflict with the demands
of society ; worshiping fashion first,
and placing everything in her affections
before the man she truly loved. It is a
bitter awakening ! My belief in human
nature is shattered. 1 think we had bet-
ter part : we can never make each other
happy— bur ta-tes, our ideas, our re-
quirements are too different. What
pleases me most is your tete noir ; and
of all things, a fashionable existence is
the moat distasteful. Oh, my darling,
my darling! Whyia it so? Why are
you not the fresh girl of 17 ? Why did
I ever leave you ? But, alas ! what is the
use of complaining? Wo are what we
are, and it is useless to mourn ?”
And the strong man dropped^ back in
the chair, with a dry sob in his throat.
Her face bad grown very pale, her
eyes had lost their mocking expression,
and she seemed transformed from the
lazy, nonchalant, exasperating creature
of a few moments before, who had
drawled out her words with such insuf-
ferable accent She sat upright \rith
her eyes fixed before her, her
hands clasped in her lap, and began in
low, quiet tones, yet with an undercur-
rent of passion :
“Frank, you aro not just— you are
not fair. You are bitter, and say things
you will some day repent Since you
have called up the past, let me do so
also— let me, perhaps, explain much
that to you seems wrong, and then, after
out our destinies alone and apart ! Ah,
dear! what shall it be? Shall_______ 1 we say
good-by? Can we have no charity for
each other's failings? Has tne past
taught us no lesson ?”
She paused, and then for the first time
looked at him. He rose and paced slow-
ly across the room.
“I’m waiting, dear,” she said.
He turned toward her ; she rose, and
they looked in each other’s eyes. The-
next moment she had glided across the
room, and waa sobbing on his breast.
What had she seen in his face ? Pity,
repentance, self-condemnation, hope,
and, above all, a great yearning love
shining through all.
“ My poor little girl,” he tenderly
said, “ what a brute I have b en— how
cross, unmannerly, boorish I But I have
)een long from ladies’ society and I have
much to learn. Will you forgive, and
teach me ? We will learn charity and
orbearanoe together, and we will yet
lave our Utopian home 1”
“ Oh, Frank ! you are too good— too
good to me I”
“ Hush, my darling 1” he .said.
And when, an hour or so afterward,
the people returned from their ride,
they found Nelly still demurely embroi-
dering in the morning-room, while Frank
was composedly reading a volume of
poetry upside dojvn.
Mrs. Durand’s eyes were very sharp,
and she cried :
Have you named the day, you two
humbugs?’'
“ The 21st of October,” whispered
Nell, with a happy blush.
Indians as soldiers.
Would the Indian make a good recruit
for the army?. Oapt. 0. E. S. MqPon-
aid, a Scotch resident of California^
asked himself this question, and then
suggested to the War Department that
it should empower him to train several
hundred Indians, promising to demand
no pay for famishing an excellent regi-
ment within three months. The proffer
was declined. McDonald was, apparent-
ly, not discouraged by the rebuff. He
has recently been giving exhibitions in
London, Eng., with eight Indians trained
to execute military evolutions, and tells
bis audiences that ho haa 200 more on
the plains who aro equally well trained.
The English newspapers state that the
evolutions are executed in thoroughly
soldier-like style, and suggest that “ in-
stead of being incapable and useless,
these men might be rendered as service-
able to America as the Algerians were to
France or the Sepoys to England.”
At our request Oragin & Co., of Phila-
delphia, Pa., have promised to send any
of our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen
cents to »pay postage) a sample of Dob-
bins' Electrio Soap to try. Send at onoe.
FASHION AND ART
Hand in Hand at the Chicago Exposition
—Western Supremacy Illustrated.
A CRYSTAL SALON,
Wherein Are Grouped Figures of Con-
summate Taste and Beauty.
Don’t forget to read the announce-
ment of The Geo. D. liisaell Co., in the laet
week’s number of this paper. It contains a
looid description of the philosophy of the Rob-
bin’s Washer, and also much valuable informa-
tion for housekeepers.
From the well-known character and business
standing of the advtrUHtrd we can assure our
readers that this machine will do all that is
claimed for it. For circulars, terms to agents,
testimonials, &o., apply to ..The Geo. D. Bissell
Co., Naugatuck, Conn.
Chapped hands, face, pimples, ring-
worm, salt rheum, and other cutaneous affec-
tions cured, and rough skin made soft and
smooth, by using Juniper Tar Soap. Be care-
ful to got only that made by Caswell, Hazard
A Co., New York, as there are many imitatiena
made with common tar, all of which aro worth-
less.
How refined and gentlemanly his yon have patiently heard me— then, if it
years of absence have made Mr: seems to both of us that we had better
Arnold !” part-^why, then, we can bid each other
ii i beg yonr pardon, Nelly ; that 1 good-by at least, with a faint smile, in a
slipped out accidentally. I see what a quiet, untragic manner— and— and drift
fool I have been to imagine that a apart. The world is large enough for
young lady in modern society would re- both to live in, without bitterness. Don’t
tain the aflection she perhaps once interrupt me, please ; let me tell my
feebly felt during the absence of her story in my own way. You know you
betrothed ; and how absurd it is in me say I’m willful, so yield to me. Three
to ask opportunities for the old friendly years ago, when we— when we knew each
converse, the old interchange of thought other, I was, as you say, a fresh, mno-
and feeling, the old days of love cent girl of 17. You were my first love,
and interest in each other. There was a mv first hero; on yon I poured the
time when the prospect of a cruise on whole wealth of a young heart. I lived
the Titania would have elicited at least in heaven when you were with me, and
expressions of delight. But .the dream that summer was a long dream of de-
has ended; I have been awakened.” light, an idyllic poem, a bit of Ma-
“ Don’t be absurd, Frank,” said she, hornet’s paradise. We had faults, as
a little softer and with a slight mist in you say. If I was obstinate, you were
her eyes, which in his blindness he did impetuous, exacting, jumping hastily
not see as he arose and stood before the into conclusions— a fiery, uncontrollable
window. “ We are not the girl and boy boy ; but, with it all, so loving, so ten-
we were then, seeing nothing beyond der! And then we really tried to soften
each other, sailing about in an enchant- the asperities in our characters, to •he-
ed sea and drinking deep draughts of oome like unto each other, to under-
nectar* with no thoughts of the mor- stand and condone each other s faults
row. 1 *Very delightful it all was, I will and weaknesses, and to help each other
own • but you must remember we have to be better. Ah ! we were enthusiAsts
now our duties to society to perform, in those days ; we dreamed of love in a
I have social claims now that 1 had not cottage, of a Utopia in which we would
then and which to avoid would argue live a perfect life. Well, you had to
myself ill-bred. You have come back leave me, and I settled down from
expecting everything at once to run in romance to the prosaic business of life,
its old groove, and in your hot impetu- cheered only be our frequent letters. I
osity making no allowance for added was very happy for a while— I think I
years and changed circumstances. It remained about the same girl you left
is you who is unjust, ungrateful, cruel, me-^and then— and then— you know my
But what can one expect from a man ? mother died.”
They are all alike-everything must ,< p00r pttle Nelly !” Was it a rhis-
yield to their pelfish egotism ; and if 1 ^ ^ jje not moved, and she did
anything does happen to cross their nof jjiu^
humor, if we cannot yield them every- ‘«Well, after those weeks of gloom I
thing they desire, straightway, for- caino to pve with auntie, and then began
Rooth, they become children, fly into a ^0^ kind of life. She was one o
passion, inveigh against. every body, and tbo leaders in fashionable society, and
hnallv go off in a fit of the sulks. was forced into it. Of course the firs
“The tongues of mocking wenches yfar WQa q^et ; but then I was cangh
are keen as is the razor’s edge invisi- m t]ie vortex, and at first I was intoxi-
ble,” he murmured, sotto voce, then add- We went everywhere ; night
ing aloud, “ Mr. Frank Arnold’s com- night I spent in rounds of fashion-
plimenta to Miss Elinor Durand, and his ahi0 dissipation ; I became a fashiona-
thanks, both on behalf of his sex and bie butterfly, with no higher
himself, for her very flattering opimon. thoughts or aspirations— except when I
And if Miss Durand has finished, and thought of you— than dresses, jewels,
can spare the time, and if the heat is not parties and operas. I had a feel-
too oppressive, and if there be positively y0n would not altogether approve
nothing she thinks she must do, and if 0f ̂  and so said nothing in my letters,
her attention to her guests can allow of a whiie it palled upon me, and I
a few moments more relaxation, Mr. Ar- became surfeited : but still I must keep
nold would like to address her. ” . it up— when you nave once commenced,
“Mr. Arnold has liberty to use Miss tbOTe is n0 escape, no chance to stop.
Durand’s time as he pleases.” enj0yed it to the uttermost She
He turned from the window and stood fomid ̂  and superintendence of
before her. She looked up lazily, try- ^ bouse more than she could under-
ing to appear nonchalant, but raging ̂ ke, and still live up to the demands of
inwardly. He bioke forth fiercely : fashion. So, gradually, I became almost
ii Nelly, three years ago, wBen I was the lady of the house. She resigned all
but a boy and you a bright, fresh, inno- details .to me, and henoe it is I am
cent lovely girl, you won what there charged with all the care, the amusement
was to win of my heart, and yon loved and entertainment of the guests. Be-
rne in return. There were then no de- lieve Ae or not, the artificial life has
ceit, no bowing to fashion, no yielding grown very wearisome to me. • But que
to the heartless dietates of society; and I voulez-vousf I have had to hve it,
• • --- T 1 and it haa changed me, apparently, a
great deal I have never felt it so much
mv hid, lam my neaxi. w. jvu* . as while you were talking. . But I do
urged you to return my affection, there not believe my mind or my heart has
was no heeitatipn, no coquetry in yon. I been warped by it. Yon do not like my
Yon didn’t stop to think of prudence, of manner, and you judge of mo by my su-
what Mrs. Grundy might say; but perfleial appearance. We meet almost
straight from the heart came the answer as strangers. Three years of absence
you could not utter, but spoken by your just at the most cntical period of on
truthful eyes. We, a boy of 20 and lives, has had the effect of making ne^
a girl of 17, became engaged, people of us, and we have not yet had
Then followed some weeks of enchant- time to get acquainted. We shonld learn
meat and delight, marred only by occa- again, as we onoe <hd, to bear and for-
sional exhibitions of yonr willful obsti- bear. We have both of ns expected to
naoy. Over this, we had one or two find our old fnen s, and we have
quarrels; but you were kihder in those both • been disappointed. But shal
days, and we loved each other, and, some- this partus? Shall all those old vows
how, they were reconciled. Then we had be as though unspoken? Shall three
to part, and for three years wt* have talked years’ devotion to an ideal go for naught?
to each other only on paper. And I Have we drifted so far asunder we can
how those letters have cheered and en- 1 never be reunited ? Are we inch
From The Chicago Times, Sept. 21.
The great were* of tmel ure mrglng
through Chicago, aa the flood of visitors Oen-
tennialward reaches the climax of its flow. It
is pleasant to note that a generous proportion
of all the travelers, whether ruahing toward or
ebbing back from Philadelphia, take the time
to make the tour of our Chicago Exposition.
Pleasanter still is the fact that only good
words in behalf of the display down by the
lake ahore are heard from all snob visitors.
The grand exhibit at Fairmoant Park preeents
the condensed richness of the whole world,
while the showing here claims modestly to
represent only the capabilities of the West
Yet we have oar points of supremacy, and
oddly enough they come in just where, at first
thought, one would hardly have looked to aae
ua excel.
Think, for instance, of the great phase of art
Involved in the designing and finishing of femi-
nine attire. Think of French predominance in
this line ; of tne fact that Paris is the conceded
fount of every blessing, from whence flows all
that is new and autocratic in modes, and than
think that French fashions haves peculiarly
conspicnoos showing at the Centennial. After
remembering all tnis, is it not a matter to
make even dull masculinity tingle with wonder-
ment and pride to know that the Chicago Expo-
eition presents an exhibit of toilet and dreee
goods considerably more elegant than ie made
by any single exhibitor at Philadelphia ?
The writer, a dweller for three montha dur-
ing the enmmor in the Centennial city, and an
almoet daily visitor to the assembled contribu-
tions of nations, took a turn through the less
pretentious display in Chicago early the present
week. It was a revelation to discover in the
spsoioue and airy cryital apartment, blazoned
with the name of Charles Gossage A Co , wan
grouped a mare comprehensive, varied and
beautiful showing of ladies' costumes and dresi
material than could be remembered in conneo-
tion with an exhibit at the great Philadelphia
bazar. Knowing the facility with which indi-
vidual judgment is apt to tumble into unoon-
Hdous error, the writer took pains to fortify the
opinion thus formed by obtaining the ideas of
There is no disease flesh is heir to
more troublesome to manage than rheumatism.
It cornea when you least expect it, and gener-
ally remains till it gets ready to go away. The
most conspicuous remedy for this complaint is
JohntM1: Anodyne Liniment.
Two or threR doses of Sheridan's
Cavalry Condition Powders will cure a horao
of any common cough or cold, and the very
worst cases may he cured in a few weeks. Wo
know this from experience.
The Ohio State Fair awarded the first
premium for pianos to the Ohio Valley Piano
Oompanv, of ftiplev. They aro manufacturers
of the celebrated Valley Gem. the most popular
inH’.rumeut now sold in the West.
The attention of soldiers and their
heirs is called to the card of McNeill A Birch,
of Washington, D. 0.. in another column.
$8 a Day to Agio. Sample free. H. Albert, Boston, Ms
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lady friends, art connoisseurs and others who
had wandered through the corridors of the
greater Exposition. There was solid comfort
in recording an unvarying verdict in behalf of
home sovereignty.
Within the charming precincts of this Chica-
go boudoir may be counted some 20 complete
toilets. These embrace every variety of cos-
tume, from the rich and snbetantial promenade
suits for fill and winter wear, to daxzling
evening robes fit to grace the salon of an Em-
press. Robes for the house, for the opera, for
the soiree and for the altar are shown, each
complete, distinct and supremely artistic. In
richness of material, elaboration of trimming,
classical design and finish, harmony of colors,
and that final indescribable something
T. POPHAM S CO.. 1# 8. #th 8t, PWlO., Pa.
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up in the word “style,’’ there are at least half
a dozen full-dress toilets in this enchanting
glass house of Goseage A Oo*’s which the visitor
to Philaiolphia’s display will vainly search to
equal. B -tter than all, there is a culture and
refinement shining in every fold, every detail
of ornamentation in these costumes which
commend them to the unerring instinet of
womankind aa robes in which a lady would feel
herself more of a lady than ever.
Of the mathetio Judgment which has guided
the grouping of these superb costumes, hardly
a word seems requisite. The most untutored
art soul finds an enjoyment, even if it cannot
tell why, in the stately elegance of these silent
figures ; thb accurate blendine of hues : the un-
erring taste which haa so placed each figure
that it heightens the effect of its sisters ; the
display of uncut goods magnificent in their
scope and richness, and the careless yst care-
fully-planned strewing of cloaks. India shawls,
oostly fans, laces, et cu., which serves as an ad-
mirable fcU to the studied grace and imposing
sweep of the completed toilets. To the lover
of the beautiful, the understanding admirer of
the artistio, the display is as substantial a treat
as is afforded in tbe art gallery itself.
Viewing this superb exhibit in ite matchless
beauty, one does not marvel to see lady visitors
from abroad continually catch up tbe cards of
the firm who conceived and contributed it in
order to send them in laudatory letters to dis-
tant friends, or to personally visit the great
establishment from whence all this ifisgmfl-
cence emanated. , •
* The noble display, which, we learn, is to be
Nocapi-
We gi»« Steady work tarkSMOk QJ- ev'nfC#
’*w Yora.
milB POCKET CIGARETTE MAKER
A makes 3 alzea and pastes them. Sllrer. 75o. ; Nlokw,a x o i o u o i iimiu oiiyot ,w .
Coo. ; Japan, 26c., at store ; if by moll, aend price and 3c.
lump. S. J. FhENGii, 93) Broadway, N. Y. Pity.
Railroad and Expres* bnsineoa
taught. Go$ w^eornta wbUe
Bend •'
TELE
ipplemeuted on the 27lh insti by s still larg®1
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hereby commended, in all siuceyity* to every
lover of true art and faultless costuming ho-
jouming permsu^^Mv or temporarily In un-
cago.
John Hanoook received from the
Colonial Legislature in 1794 the first
silver-plated table service ever seen in
America. It ie now owned by a gentle-
man in Lawrence, MaM.» hD(l lUfit
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scimisrs on spikitualism.
The Subject DUcuwed Before the British
Association
At Glasgow on the 12th ult, in the
Anthropological Section, Prof. Barrett
read a paper on some phenomena asso-
ciated with abnormal conditions of mind.
The subject was one, howevei, in regard
to which there had been a great change
of opinion, and no better instance could
be given of this change of front than
that afforded by Dr. Carpenter. Prof.
Barrett on one occasion took a card and
put it in a book, and gave the closed vol-
ume to a girl. She held it close to her
head a little behind the oar, and then
said, “ I see something inside the book
with red spots on it.” He then asked
her to count the spots, and she replied
that there were five, which proved to be
quite correct, for the card was the five
oi diamonds, and yet he was the only
person in the room who could possibly
have known what it was. This appeared
$251)
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to him to be a clear case of clairvoyance,
and the important point was that every
care had been taken to prevent any un-
conscious muscular action giving any
indication to the subject of what she was
being asked about. In another case there
was a lady who was in the habit of tell-
ing the time on a hunting watch after
the hands been turned about in all sorts
of directiors. On one occasion they
found, as they thought, that she was
wrong. Returning the watch to her they
told her so. Bhe persisted, however,
that she was right, and on examining the
watch they found that such was really the
cose, and that it was they themselves
who had made a mistake. In that case
the thoughts of the mesmerist were
against those of his subject. He had
asked Mr. Maskelyne, one of the clev-
erest conjurors of the day, and a gentle-
man who was engaged in an attempt to
A NOVELTY. KTVSLM
disprove the reality of Spiritualism, to
seo some of these phenomena with him,
and he had since received a letter from
Mr. Maskelyne’s manager in which he
said, “ In matters of this kind your best
men of science are more easily deceived
than the men of ordinary talent.”
Mr. Crookes, speaking as a spiritualist,
contended against the theory that people
were deluded into the belief that they
saw manifestations which never occurred^.
He maintained that a trained scientific
inquirer was much more than a match
for any conjurer, and that if it were a
mere matter of hallucination the trickery
would be found out long ago.
Dr. Carpenter said that there were
peoplewho had a curious power of
thought-reading. Detective policemen,
some peopi
he believed, had this power in a wonder-
ful degree, and he referred to the
Constance Kent case and others, to
show that the officers frequently hit
upon the truth by intuition. As to Dr.
Slade, he frankly confessed that the
gentleman had done things which
had astonished him, and just before
leaving London he had challenged him
to repeat them in his own house, in the
company of his own friends, and with
nothing but his own furniture in the
room. Dr. Slade had agreed to do so,
and therefore he considered him on his
trial and refrained from saying more of
him at present
Prof. Barrett charged Dr. Carpenter
with changing his position.
Dr. Carpenter denied that he had done
so, and in regard to what had been said
about clairvoyants, referred to the in-
stance in which Sir James Simpson had
put a £500 note in a case, and said he
would give it to anyone who would tell
its number, the result being that it lay
untouched for months.
During this exciting incident the Bev.
Robt. Thomson was seen at the back of
the platform flourishing a bank note,
and apparently offering to submit it to
the test, but no attention was paid to(
him.
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Should Women Vote I
Why should not the women vote? askft
Danburv Bailey. They are far more
practical than oah the men, and practi-
cability ifl whAfrire need in politioa if we
need it anywhere. Mr. Marshall's ex-
perience is illustrative of this phase of
the female character. Mr. Marshall’s
regiment held its reunion in Danbury on
Monday. The day opened with a clear
sky and bright sun. Mr. Marshall was
highly elated. After breakfast he made
ready to go down to meet the boys as
they came in on the train. He got out
on the stoop, and, taking a look over
the broad expanse of sunlight, exult-
ingly said to his wife, who was standing
in the door :
“ What a glorious day, Maria, for the
reunion of the gallant band. How
anxious I am to see the boys, to look
into tlieir eyes, to take them by the
hand, to listen to their dear voices.
and instrumental-all grades) will be *ent, post-
GOOD NEWS FOR BOOK AGENTS !
The Winning Book oi tho Smon is Out !
BRET HARTE IN THE FIELD!
‘‘Gabbit.l Conbot," Splendidly Illustrated and
Beautifully Bound, is ready. The press are placing It
with •• Dickens' ’* Works. Says a prominent Jpumal :
" A million rradtri an impatient to get it." We want
lO.OUO agents to supply them. Now Is the time to
strike. Send for Illustrated Circulars and see for your-
selves. Address AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO..
Habtfobd, Ct., Chicago, III, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Again we shall in the spirit face the foe,
again we shall storm the line of bayo-
nets, again we shall press forward,
shoulder to shoulder, in the glare of the
fearful contest.”
Mr. Marshall stopped speaking. His
eyes were lifted dreamily to the horizon,
beaming with a new light, while his face
flushed with pride. Then his wife soft-
ly murmured:
“ Don’t forget to stpp in at Merrill’s,
Tom; there is not a potato in the
house.”
The Pressure of Sunlight
Prof. Clark Maxwell says: “The
mean energy in one cubic foot of sun-
light is about 0.0000000882 of a foot-
pound, and the mean pressure on a
square foot is 0.0000000882 of a pound
weight A fiat body exposed to sun-
light would experience this pressure on
Its illuminated side only, and would
therefore be repelled from the side upon
which the light falls. Calculated out,
• this gives the pressure of sunlight equal
to about two and a half pounds per
square mile. Between the two and a
half pounds deduced from calculation
and the fifty-seven tons obtained from
experiment the difference is great, but





Hu displaced hundred* of other
Turbines, but ha* never been 11-
elf dlvplaced. Pamphlet free.




Don’t take any other.
Ills totter anil will last Jonger than any Elbow made.
The BestTrnaa without
Metal Springs ever Invented.
No humbug claim of a certain
radical cure, but s guarantee
of a comfortable, secure, and
sail* factory appliance. We
'ahfba '
Butthe greater part of thi* new and Important musi-
cal work it taken up with new Metrical Tune#. Anthems,
Sentences, Chants, etc., etc. The wholo constitutaa 
book quite equal to those already published, which have
caused the name of Mr. Kmereon to bo widely known aa
one of the most successful of modem composer* of St-
ored Music. Price $138. Per dox. $13.00.
Specimen copies moiled, post free, for retail price.
OLIVER DITS0N & CO., Boston.
C. H. Dltson di Co., J. E. Dltton & Co.,
Til BboaDWaY, Successor* to Lee A Walker,
New Vfwk. Phils.
The Enemy of Disease, the Poe of
Pain to Man and .Beast,
* I* the Grand Old
MUSTANG
LINIMENT,
ALL WHO WANT A
FIRST-CLASS STORY PAPER
SHOULD SEND FOR THE
(iHICAGO | EDGER
A PAPER WHICH
EVERYBODY CAM EE AD
WITH PROFIT.




WOT CntE, WO ACHE, WO PAIW.TBAT
XJCT8 THE HUMAN BODY, OR






TREBODY M AL0 T ha T I! 0*1- M NOT
cpitlnw 2 Sc.. 50c. or Sl.OO, hasoften saved
the life of a human being, and restored to
lueandascfaljieM many a valuable horse*
trill la rk and pay full
^Fprlce for all that do not nit. Price, single,
like out, $4 ; for both aWee, ftft. Sent by mail, postpaid,
OO receipt of price. N. B.-fAi* fVo** trill rare more
kuptwee than any of tho*« for whlek extravagant claim*
are made. Circular* free.




SERVICE _ ___ _
P. M. On’LlswBu. Th. met remarkabU **8 thrllllBg book M
baring aauparalUUdtaU. Oarlanr* lllaitnterdmlanfn*
Dcma.aiui*** Co., Hartford, CL, ChlciL-o, IlL,CleelaaiU.O.
EUPEON !
If you havo rheumatism, neuralgia,
headache, a burn, or a bruise, procure
a bottle oi Eupeon. It will give Instant
relief, as thousands can testify. For
sale by all Druggists. H. A. HURL-
BUT ft COl, 75 and 77 Randolph street,
Chicago, Agents for the Proprietors
Fanner*, don't shack yonr corn bat shell It on
onr Shelter, which shells wRh the SHUCK ON
.48 WELL AS OFF. Send for circular.
KINGSUWD, FERGUSON & COMO
Turkish Neurotic!
and other compliosUona caused bydiaeasssaf U» re-
productive organs.
Thousands of men of ail agre are aware of a gradual
"tfssls lUSinBS'LBSS
The proper treatment for all such oaaea, young oroldi*.
BAY’S TURKISH NEUROTIC,
Prioe One Dollar per boUia. -•
‘‘“WaiW* swi&SaJfa..
With an excellent corps of editors
and contributor* ; with that experience In
this field which enables os to know the
wants of the reading public ( with a paper
which Is now, and has been for years, a
welcome and eagerly-looked-for visitor In





We believe this the best offer ever made






In subscribing for THE LEDGER at ONE
DOLLAB A YEAR, you PAY NOTHING TO
AGENTS. The subscriber gets the fall
amount for which he contracts. We have
no margin for middlemen. We slmplj
offer a good paper at a low price. Every
reader Is his owb agent.
Send yoar name and address, plainly
written, Inclosing ONE DOLLAR, with
FIFTEEN CENTS FOB POSTAGE, and wo











WILSON SEWINB MACHINE 00*
MANUFACTURKRH.
Chicago, New Orleans, New York..
OPIUM S^«KD&r,,S
Terra* moderate, l.uoo tea lima
mala. Describe case. Du. F. E. MAnnR. Quinc;, Midi.
HALL’S PATENT HUSKING GLOVES.






MffiSfaeaif&id with Metel Ptetss, making > theta last nvt-
longer, hoik farter and saater than any other
(•loves, gLlft par pair. We also manufacture and rooum-
HALL'S IMPROVED HUSKING PIN,
very best Hu _ _
W cte., three for 80 <
addrest
HALL HUSKING GLOVE ©O-




<tepart»ont*, rouble thus# terrible diseases which
prortrste the body end often destroy it Apiarote Ulti
would hare prertutod the national alum*, aim a Csw
doses of
T.rr.nVn Seltzer Aperient
would have removed tbs catues which lead to the infla
C. N. U. No. 40
_ _ —_ ___ _ _ _
[ Official.]
Common Connell.
Tuesday, October 8, 1870.
The Common Council met in roRUlnr
session and was culled to order by the
Mayor.
Present:— Mayor Van Landegcnd,' Aid.
K inters, Matiau, Urey man, Dykemu, and
bchmid and the Clerk.
Minutes of die last meeting were rend
and stood approved.
PETITION!*.
Of Chns. Scott and 88 others asking the
Commou Council to pass An Ordinance
prohibiting the sale of Intoxicating liquors
<>n election days. — Laid on table.
ACCOUNT.
The following Poor Bills were presented
for payment:
Duursema & Co ................... $ •> W)
D. DeVries ...................... J* 00
Mrs. Kooijers ..................... 3 00
D. ....... ........................ •’ 00
G. Van Pulten. . ........... * ...... 18 £2
G. Perebolte ...................... 10 00
D. Te Roller ..................... 20 51
Fifleld & Westveer ................ 12 00
Anne Flietstra .................... 12 00
E. Herold ........................ 4 00
—Allowed.
(Aid. Cropley appeared and took his
seat.)
The following bills were presented for
payment:
Cramer, services ns police ......... $ 3 00
D. Sluitcr, services as police ....... 25 00
H. DeKoning ..................... 3 00
—Referred to Com. on Claims and Ac-
counts.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
The Com. on Streets Roads and Bridges
reported verbally deeming jt wholly un-
necessary to lay a new crossing on Maple
street and would recommend repairing on
Black River Highway road by the street
commissioner.— Adopted.
Com. on Claims and Accounts reported
recommended the following bills for pay-
ment:
H. Wiersema, St. Com. for July... $ 39 00
W. Rooseboom labor .............. 50 30
P. Van den Tak, labor ............ 10 18
M. Lysscn, Ipbof ................. 7 50
H. J. Cramer labor. . . ............ 20 01
J. Lagestee building sidewalks. ... 6 08
J. Roost, for lumber ............ Ill 01
il. Elferdink, packing fire-pump. . 1 00
Committee also recommended that the
contract for lumber in front of school lot in
the 4th ward at 18.35 shall be presented to
the school board.— Adopted.
The Cora, on Public Buildings and
Grounds to whom was referred the peti-
tion of L. D. Vissers and 172 others rela
live to ordinance No. 73 prohibiting the
running at large of cows and other horn-
ed animals. That the same ordinance re-
main as it is and that the marshal ̂be in-
structed to pay due attention to said ordin-
ance and see that it is carried out in
force.— Adopted.
(Aid. Minderhont appeared and took
his seat)
The Committee on Public Buildings
and Grounds verbally reported having re-
paired the jail ns per instruction received.
Committee on Fire Department reported
the well on corner of 9th and Cedar street
in a bad condition and recommend that
the Com. on Public Buildings and Grounds
be instructed to look at the same.—
Adopted.
REPORT OF CITY OFFICERS.
The Clerk reported the oath of office of
Peter Koning as Deputy City Marshal and
bond for same as filed in his office, with
M. D. Howard and John J. Fifleld as
sureties; the City Attorney reported the
bond as substancially correct.— Accepted.
Director of the Poor reported amount
disbursed $188.25.— Referred to Com. on
Claims and Accounts.
• The City Physician reported for the
month of September as having attended 3
cases.— Ordered placed on file.
The City Treasurer reported for the




j'vEFAULT having been made In the condition
U of payment of a certain Indenture of Mort-
gage, dated the twenty-fifth [Sft] day of May, tn the
rear of our Loi done thousand eight hhudred and
imventy-tWO [1872], made and executed by the
Trustee* of the First MothodUt Epiaccpal Church
In Holland, [signed by William A. Bronson, chair-
man, and Ihouc Fairbanks. Clerk of the Hoard of
Trustees], In the City of Holland, County of Otta-
wa, and State of Michigan, parties of the ilr#t part,
and William A. Bronson of the same place, party
of the second par', and recorded In the office of
Register of Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, on the nineteenth [19] day
of July, A. D. 1872, at two o’clock iu the afternoon
of said day, In Liber **W,” of mortgages, on pa«'e
two hundred and eighty-nine [289], which said
mortgage and the note therein mentioned, condl-iiiui mwiv fruviuiu . .......
Honed for the payment of six hundred dollars and
Interest at the rate of ten per cent, per year, and
which said mortgage and note were on the thirty-  i irty.
lyJndi
by 8&i(L _
becca Groat, of the Town of Holland. County of
first 131) day of July, in the year of our LoM one
thousand eight hu red and seventy-three 0873),
duly assigned said William A. Bronson to Ro^
G. Van Putten.
Having succeeded the late firm of G. Van Putten
A Co., at the same stand and in the same business
wishes to advertise through the colnmns of the















Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and which said a«
sigument was duly recorded In said Register s ol-
flee on the sixth (‘.J day of March. A. D. 187.1, at 8
o’clock In the forenoon of said day, In Liber one
(1) ot mortgages, on page three hundred and
seventy-eight (378). ami which said mortgage con-
tains a condition that the party of the first part
shall and will keep the mortgage interest of the
party of fie second part, or his assigns, In the
buildings erected and to be erected upon the lands
conveyed, insured against loss and damage by. fire,
by insurance, and In default thereof It shall bo law-
ful for the party of the second part, his exectrtors,
administrators, or assigns, toeffect such insurance,
and the premium or premiums paid for affecting
the same shall be a lien on the said mortgaged
premise* added to the amount secured by said
mortgage, and payable forthwith with Interest at
the rate of ten per cent, per annum.
And whereas, there Is claimed to be due and un-
paid at this date on said mortgage the sum of six
hundn-d and sixty six dollars and forty-six cents
( lor principal and interest on said mort
gage, and the sum of ten dollars ($IU) for Insur-
ance effected aud paid by the assignee of this mort-
^ And whereas, the said mortsrage contains a con-
dition that when any proceedings shall he taken to
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of
sale in said mortgage contnlned, the snm of twenty-
five dollars as a solicitor’s or attorney’s fee shall
be paid by the party of the first part to the party
of the second part, and all the legal costs and
charges of such foreclosure and sale, in case pro-
ceedings shall be Uken to foreclose the same, ami
no suit at law or in chancery having been insti-
tuted to recover said debt, or any part thereof.
Now. therefore, notice is hereby given, that by vir-
tue of the power of sale contained In said mort
gage and of the statutes In such case made and
provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed bv
a sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much
thereof as is neccssa y to satisfy the amount due
upon said mortgage aforesaid, for principal and in-
terest, said sum of insurance, premium, and attor-
ney fee. and the costs and expenses of foreclosure
and sale allowed by law. at public auction or ven-
due to the highest bidder, on the TWENTY-
FOURTH (‘Jl) DAY OF OCTOBER, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-six (1876), at one o'clock In the afternoon
of said day. at the iront door of the County Court
House, In the City of Grand Haven, in saidCounty
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, that being the
place for holding the Circuit Court for said county.
Said mortgaged pi emises to be sold are described
in said mortgage, as follows, to wit: All of those
certain pieces or parcels of land situate and being
In the City of Holland, in the County of Oftaw,
and State of Michigan, and described as follows, to
wit: Lot numbered fourteen (14) and the west half
of lot numbered fifteen (;5) in block numbered (39)
in said city, accordingto the map thereof of record
in the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
County. Michigan, as of the Village of Holland.
Dated. Holland, Mich.. July 27, A. D. 1876.
REBECCA GROAT.
Awlynee of said ifortgaye.
HOWARD & McBRIDE.
A tty's for Assignee.
The Goods are first-class.
PRICES ARE LOW.
— o-
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
W" CALL AND SEE.
Q. VAN PUTTEN.
Holland, Aug. 2, 1876.
Drs. ANNIS&BROEK,
^ —  :o:-
Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876.
J. FLIEMAN,
MANUFACTURER OF
Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.
SLEIGHS TRUCES etc.
Also sole Agent for the
No. 86, Eighth Street.
0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
DEALERS IN *
Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
and Fancy Articles.
Prescription- carefully prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Our stock is all first-class, and
we offer It to the public cheap for cash.
We Invite our friends and the public generally to
give ns a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANN18, M. D.
A. BROKE, M. D.
J. 0. DOESBUEG,
MD m MEK
NO. 70, - - EIGHTH STREET.
Drugs, _ t
Medicines,
' • Paints and Oils
Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any







This wagon Is the best wagon In use In this State,
and the only slope-spoked wagon manufac
Hired. It fs a better wagon than the Jack-
son Wagon, and I will sell them just as
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my




General Blacksmlthing done with neatness
and dispatch.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
J. FLIEMAN.
Holland. September 1, 1875.
All the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
A lull Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottle or by mcasnre.
J. O. DOESBURG.





The undersigned offers his goods for sale at al-
most anv price. The stock Is large and wc muit
sell at almost any price. Improve this opportunity.
Meat Market,
Jacol) Kaite.
Since the dissolution of our co-partnership, I am
carrying on this business alone, at the OLD STORE,
where I can be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of .Sfa/f ana
Fresh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to see all our old friends, tocome and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains »s will
Induce them to purchasctbeir daily ration* will
me.
I will sell cheaper than any




Store and Lot. hansooo : sow lost, how restored ! .  Ttiat T>nKHaHn/t fl npn* pdIHnn (if
T3 TEX WOBIIW CLAfl8.-We can furnish yon
employment at which you can make very large pay.
In your own localities, without being away from
home overnight. Agents wanted In every town and
county to take subscribers for The Centennial
Record, th* largest publication in the United States
10 pages, 64 columns; Elegantly Illustrated; Terms
only ll per year. The Record Is devoted to what-
ever Is of Interest connected with the Centennial
year. The Great Exhibition at Philadelphia Is
fully Illustrated In detail. Everybody wants It.
The whole people feel great interest in their Coun-
try's Centennial Birthday, and want to know all
about it. An elegant patriotic crayon drawing
premium picture Is presented free to each sub-
scriber. It is entitled, “In remembrance of the
One Hundreth Anniversary of the Independence
of the United States.’’ Size, 23 by 30 Inches. Any
one can become a successlul ag«*nt, for but show
the paper and picture and hundreds of subscribers
are easily obtained everywhere. There is no busi-
ness that will pay like this at present. We have
many agents who arc making as high as $20 per
day and upwards. Now is Me time: don’t delay.
Remember it costs nothing to give the business a
trial. Send for circulars, terms, and sample copy
of paper, which are sent free to all who apply ; do
It to-day. Complete outfit free to those who de-
cide to engage. Farmers and mechanics, and their
sons and daughters make the very best of agents.
Address, THE CENTENNIAL RECORD,5.17-ly Portland, Maine.
BOTTOM PRICES




BOTTOM PRICES.2w B. P. HIGGINS.
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Dykema,
Itoolixd, That the Com. on Streets,
Roads and Bridges be instructed to repair
Bluck River Highway and 12th street—
Carried.
By Aid. Kanters,
Resolved, That the Marshal be instructed
to nolify Mr. Bosman to remove his rub-
bish on 8th street and repair his sidewalk.
—Carried.
By Aid. Cropley,
Resolved, That Com. on Streets, Roads
and Bridges be instructed to fill the cross-
ing on Maple street with tanbark up level
with the street.— Lost.
By. Aid. Minperhout,
Risolved, That the crossing on 12th sir.
be raised one foot under direction of Com.
on Streets, Roads and Bridges.— Lost.
By Aid. Kanters,
Resolved, That the Marshal shall instruct
Chas. Miller to apply for license.— Carried.
By Aid. Kanters,
Resorted, That City Attorney bring in a
written report at the next meeting in re-
gard to the legality of closing saloons on
election days.— Carried.
By Aid. Dykema,
Resolved, That the following places in
each ward shall be held fur election and
registration purposes, 1st Ward, R. Kanters’
Basement; 2nd Ward, P. Schrayesande’s
Barbershop; 8d Ward, Common Council
Rooms; 4th Ward, Aid. Sipp’s residence.
—Carried.
Council adjourned.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
Thursday, October 5, 1876.
The Common Council met pursuant to
call of Mayor.
Present:— Mayor Van Landegend, Aid.
Kanters, Cropley, Breyman, Dykema and
Schmid.
The Mayor stated the object of the meet-
ing at being to appoint a Board of Health.
By Aid. Cropley,
Ressleed, That the Board of Health, be
appointed consisting of the Mayor, City
Clerk, the senior Aldermen of each ward
and a Justice of Uic city and the Health
officer.— Carried.
Council adjourned.
Otto Breyman, Clerk pro-tern.
Mortgage Sale.
T'vEFAULT having been made in the conditions
Y) of the payment of a certain Indenture of
Mortgage, bearing date the twenty-first day of Oc
tober. in the vear of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and 'sixty-ieven. Made and executed bv
John Roost and Aleida Roost of the City of Hol-
land In the County of Ottawa and State of Michi-
gan, parties of the first part, and Charles II. Mon-
roe of the same place party of tho second part, and
recorded In th- office of the Register of Deeds, in
and for the County of Ottawa aud State of Michi-
gan on the tweuty-second ay of November, in the
year of onr Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ilxty-seven, at four o’clock In the afternoon of
said day, in Liber “N” of Mortgages on page one
hundred and twenty-two. . And whereas there is
claimed to be due and unpaid at this date on .-aid
mortgage the sura of three hundred and two dol-
lars and forty-four cents, for principal, and Interest,
and no snit or proceedings either In law, or equity,
having been commenced to recover the same, or
any part thereof. Now therefore, notice is hereby
given that on MUNIIAY the SIXTEENTH DAY
of OCTOBER, in the jearof our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-six. at one o’clock
In the afternoon of said day, at the front door of
the County Court House, in the Cltv of Grand Ha-
ven in said County of Ottawa and State of Micbi
gan, that being the place for holding the Circuit
Court for said county, there will be sold at pnblic
autton or vendue to the highest bidder the prem-
ises described in said mortgage or so much there-
of as may be necessary to satisfy the amount due
and pavable on sold mortgage, with interest there-
on at the rate of eight percent, and all the legal
costs and charges of safin foreclosure and sale. The
following is the description of the lands and prem-
ises as appears In said mortgage, to-wlt: The fol-
lowing described lands to wit: Lots numbered
three (3) and four (4) in section numbered twenty-
two (22) In township numbered five (5) north of
range numbered fifteen [15] west in the County ol
Ottawa and State of Michigan, containing eighty-
four and fifty-three hundredths acres, more or less,
according to the U. 8. survey.
Dated’ Holland, Mich., July 20th, A. D. 1876.
CHARLES H. MONROE, Mortgage*.
IIowABn Sc McBride, Atty's for Mortgagee.
— o-
The Store and Lot near the City Hotel, where at
present the Red Flag is waving, is offered for sale
far below the actual value and on easy termV
'-NO.
Dwelling House and Lot.
-.0
My dwelling house and lot. No. 61, West 10th
street, is for sale on easy terms.
Store goods. Store, Lot and dwelling— all at re-
markable low prices.
For nil or any part (hereof, apply to
D. BERT8CH.
Holland, Mich , Sept. 5, 1876.
MORTQAQE SALE.
A Good Hotel.
When I was In Holland City. I stopped at the
J5TNA HOUSE, and I mn-t say that I had not had
such a good meal In four weeks as I had there.
The accommodations were first-class and meals
better than I had fonnd for a long while previous,
therefor I can recommend that House to every
traveler and to the public generally. You will find
the Landlord very accommodating and his prices
are very low. Go to tho ̂ Etna House for a good
meal and low price!
A Commercial Traveler, of New York City.
N. B. When you stop in Holland go to the ̂ Etna
House for a good meal and accommodation. I can
recommend this House to the traveler and the
pnblic.
Jnst published, a new edition of
Dr. Culv*nr»U’l Celebrated Essay on
the radical cure (without medicine)
____ of Spermatorrcea or Seminal Weak-
ness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency.
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption. Epilepsy and
fits, Induced by self-indulgence or sexual extra-
vagance, Ac.
&T Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-nbnse mnv be radically cured without the dan-
gerous use of internal medicine or the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain, and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what tils condition may
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radi
colly.
lir This Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every <nan in the land.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
F. Bragman & Son.
41 Am St , New York; Post Office Box. 4586.
FOR SALE!
O—
HOUSE, STORE and LOT.
— < — O— -
I offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, being on the South
East corner of Ninth and Market Streets. City of
Holland. The buildings are all new. It is a des-
irable location for any kind of bulslness. Termseasy, D. TE ROLLER.
Hollani, Mich., March 3, 1875. 3-tf
Sealed Proposals,
The Board of Education of the City of
Holland will receive sealed proposals un-
til the 10th of October for the delivery of
one hundred cords of Beech and Maple
T'vEFAULT having been made In the condition
of the payment ofacertalu Indeuture of mort
gage, hearing date the ninth day of April. In the
year of Lord one thousand eight hundred and sev-
enty-two [1872]. made and executed by Hendrick
Meengs and Arentje Meengs, his wife, of the City of
Holland, in the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan, parties of the first part and Caroline
A. Garrcteon, wife of Rev. John Garrctson, of New
Brunswick, New Jersey, party of the second part,
and recorded in tho office of the Register of Deeds
in and for the Connty of Ottawa and State of
Michigan, on the first day of May In the year of our
Lord one thonsand eight hundred and soventy-two,
at five o’clock In the afternoon of said day In Liber
seventeen 117] of mortgages on page five hundred
and seventy-three 1578], and whereas there Is
claimed to be dne and unpaid at this date on said
mortgage the snm of five hundred and forty dollars
and twenty-two cents, [$540,221 for principal and
Interest, and no suit or proceedings either In law
or equity having been commenced to recover the
same or any part thereof: Now therefore notice Is
hereby given that on MONDAY the SIXTEENTH
day of OCTOBER, in the year of our Lord ono^ thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-six, at one o'clock
In the afternoon of said day, at the frontdoor of the
county court house, In the City of Haven. In
said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, that
being the place for holding tho Clrcnlt Court for
said conntv. there will be sold at public Mctlon or
vendne to the highest bidder the premises described
In said mortgage, or so much thereof m may he
necessary to satisfy tho amount due and payable
on said mortgage, with the Interest thereon at the
rate of ten per cent per annum, payable annually,
and all the legal costs and charges of such fore-
closure and sale and aleo an attorney fee of twenty-
five dollars, as provided for In said mortgage In case
prodding* should be taken to foreclose tho same.
The following Is the description of the lands ana
premises as appears In said mortg 'ge to-wlt: All that
certain piece or parcel of land, situate In the City
of Holland, In the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan and described as follows to-wlt: Lot
numbered three fffl In block numbered thlrty-eUbt
[38] in the City of Holland, accordingto the recorded
map of the ssme recorded in the Registers Office of
the County of Ottawa.
Dated: Holland, Mich., Jnly 90, A. D. 1876.
CAROLINE A. GARRETSON. Mortgagee.
Howard A McBride, AU'ys for Mortgagee.
SENT FREEb.tSS'IS
$40 to |75 Cash per week to all, at home or traveling.
Bop^ithlag new. Address, The Beverly Co., Chicago
wood— one half dry the rest p-een— at the
Public School grounds. Proposals to fur-
nish smaller quantities may be made.
T. E. Annis,
Secr'y of the Board of Education.





In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Mott Approved Pattern*;




WE HAVE A STEAM
JD-RT KIXilT
and the drying of lumber
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH .VNP BLINDS,
Or anything in our line, manufactured on short
uotise.
H. W. VERBEEK & Co.
BOOTS & SHOES !
I have on hand a large stock of
Boots and Shoes
Of the neatest styles and best qualities which
I offer at greatly reduced prices.
J. O. Banker
Will be on hand to wait on his friends and cos
turners and
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.






I have opened a restaurant In this hotel, located
near the Chicago depot, next door to tho Phmnlx
Hotel, where 1 will be pleased to serve the public
by night or day with board by the single meal, or
day, or by the week.
Transients $1.00 per day.
DR. SCHOU.TEFS
AMI-BILIOUS AND EXPECTORANT PILL',
- o -
Haven specific Influence upon the Liver at.*
Bowels, and stimulate these organs into such \ it
orous action that the impediments are removed.
irapuntieB of the Blood.





Holland, Mich.. Feb. 25, 1875. 2-tf
Offers his services as such to the public and will
guarantee his work for moderate charges. Having
been engaged for aome time paat for Messrs. Joalln
A Breyman, has now started for himself In the Board bv the week at a reasonable rate! Meats
store of Kr. J. ALBEB3, t at all boon on the counter at 85 cents.
No. 52, Eighth Street. o^?o:7P,‘e%,T.cXlSo;C,"o«;,ch 1
Mr. J. Albers will attend to hla Clock and Jew-
elry business, and Mr. Wljkbuljscn to the Watches.
However, each of them will wait on th$ public In
absence of the other. They have a large and beau-
tiful stock of Clocky and W a token, which they offer
for sale cheap. •
CALL AND SEE.
’ Holland, Mich., Sept. 25, 1876. i
H. VVijkhuusen,
J. Albers.
The Oyster business will
be my special effort.
Choice' Cigars and JJgnors al-
ways mi hand*
Holland, Sept. 80, 1876. i4w CHA&HVLL
Nathan Kenyon. Banker.
HOLLAND, MICH.,
XU 5J5msted M>e me lihafi Rve prompt atten-
tion Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
g, check st sight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and from all points In Europe
Mid,*' my office. N. KENYON.
FOR SALE.
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some UOObearlng
grape vines. 100 Currant bushes; Strawberries;
Pears. Apple. Quince. Chestnnt. Mulberry, Apprl-
cot, Cherrv ami Peach trees In bearing.
No money reared WNDEGEND,
Hollaed. April 19’
